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Letters to the Editor
Some letters edited for clarity and, of course, speling.
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From J Fesmire:
There has been a lot of B.S. taking place in the Gulf lately 

with the influx of hurricane babies (green diver/highway 90 
breakouts) not knowing what they are doing, green supervisors 
making the wrong calls, foreign guys with no experience jumping 
ahead of experienced tenders just because we need warm bodies, 
and of course the ADC vs. IMCA mess. It is all just part of the post-
hurricane game and we have to deal with it the usual GOM way, 
bitch and argue about it or quit. One big problem that nobody can 
argue with is that people are getting killed on jobs at a more 
frequent rate since the storms. Statistics aren't helping either. It 
doesn't matter if we dive more hours in the Gulf than anywhere 
else, or that we have more platforms, or more vessels working.  
Divers are still getting killed. 

How can we prevent this from happening?  Experience 
level overall is down on quite a few jobs, but there is help out there.  
I don't know about the rest of the world, but in the GOM we all know 
the diving trade is learned on the job. You work the deck as a 'tool 
with ears' and get your bottom time until you prove yourself, get 
broke out, and then you only know just enough to get yourself 
killed. It takes practice, good advice and instruction, and most of all 
time to learn this job. Diving in the oilfield is some tricky ass shit. 
One week you do tie-ins, the next you burn piles, or set mats, or 
swim platforms,  or set jackets, or jet pipe in ten foot of water(my 
personal favorite), or whatever job you're made to do. There is a lot 
to it and it doesn't get done every day, or every year for that matter. 
Just because somebody shoot's pneumos on a mud-mat or grit-
blasts welds for a few months doesn't mean they are a well 
rounded oilfield diver. 

One thing is for sure, if you aren't humbly asking for advice 
and listening to all those good old boy stories that start with 'Back 
at Mcdermott…' or 'I remember when I worked off this old rusty 
p.o.s. at Brown and Root and we…', you just might get hurt or 
killed. There have been quite a few times I've talked to some of the 
old heads on the job and gotten some damn good info about how to 
get a job done (or at least been told how to stay alive). These guys 
have a lot to tell, they have pulled the time it takes to learn the tricks 
of this trade.  Not only is this info good for lifesaving and looking 
shit hot, the old 'You won't believe this one…' stories are killer and 
pass the time real good in the shack.

So instead of a big finger-pointing session at the baby 
divers we need you old salty bastards out there, or even young 
bloods with some time in, to start telling it like it is so we can get 
over this hump and make shit happen.  Let's share the info just like 
most of us do out there on the job. The majority of guys like hearing 
about how you almost died so they don't have to make the same 
mistake.  So write it down and send it in, the life you save just might 
be that green tender who cared enough about you to light you a 
smoke before you got in the can. You know, that same guy who 10 
months later is the first guy to lock out on your first pipeline repair 
job as sat sup.
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Reminiscing  –  It’s Good, It’s Bad, It’s Ugly

By Bob Christensen

attention to subtle symptoms. The more 
marked symptoms can be hard to ignore and 
may appear in many forms, hence the title “It’s 
Good, It’s Bad, It’s Ugly”. These symptoms 
seem to vary according to the circumstances of 
the particular dive and with the individual divers 
themselves. Warm clear water may illicit a 
pleasant sensation while cold, dark or 
otherwise unfriendly waters may produce quite 
the opposite; very unpleasant feelings or as 
some say a case of the uglies. More severe 
narcosis can also produce visual disturbances 
of varying intensities and/or tunnel vision and 
extreme cases can cause a lack of judgement 
that can have disastrous results. 

In the summer of 1943 off Marseilles, 
Jacques Cousteau, Frederic Dumas and 
Philippe Tailliez made the first venture into the 
sea with the recently developed aqualung. 
During that summer they logged several 
hundred dives and although the breathing units 
made diving very easy they were apprehensive 
about the unknown problems that might beset 
them. As they became more and more familiar 
with the breathing apparatus they ventured to 
make deeper and more daring dives. Was 
there a limit to the depth to which they could go 
with this aqualung? If so, what would set the 
boundary? They knew of the bends and the 
need for decompression and realized that their 
limited air supply dictated a practical limit, but 
was there also some physical limit beyond 
which they should/could not venture? The trio 
had spent many hours diving in waters from 50 
feet to 130 feet deep. Whatever they might 
have felt at these depths, they reported feeling 
no unusual discomfort and the question of a 
depth limit for the lung still persisted. 

Dumas believed that the lung could take 
them much deeper and decided to try to find 
man’s limit in a carefully controlled 
experimental dive. The dive was to take place 
off of a fishing village in the Mediterranean in 
240 feet of clear water. Two launches, full of 
witnesses, accompanied the divers to the site. 
Dumas would descend down a knotted line to 

No, I’m not talking about my mother-
in-law, my ex-wife or my girl friend, but 
something that many of us so called divers 
never give much consideration.

Thinking back over many years of 
diving experiences it becomes glaringly 
apparent, at least in my case, that many of 
us think we know quite a bit about the 
effects of pressure and the various gases, 
but actually do not really understand much 
of what we may know. Take the case of 
nitrogen narcosis. Who among us knows 
much about this common affliction or has 
any unders tand ing o f  the  many 
manifestations brought on by high partial 
pressures of nitrogen?

Around the beginning of my career 
the authoritative text on diving was the U S 
Navy Diving Manual published 1 July, 1952. 
This book was all of ¼ of an inch thick and 
devoted a single paragraph to nitrogen 
narcosis. The meat of the paragraph on 
narcosis was that onset usually occurred at 
about 100 feet and the symptoms were a 
narcotic or anesthetic effect evidenced by a 
decreased ability to work and changes in 
mood. Other symptoms mentioned were 
slowing of mental activity, a fixation of 
ideas, poor concentration and memory 
loss. The U S Navy Diving Manual of July, 
1963 was about an inch thick with 5 
paragraphs on narcosis but contained 
almost exactly the same material as its 
predecessor, although the 1963 edition 
mentioned the “intoxicating” effect caused 
by high nitrogen partial pressures. To some 
of us literal types “intoxicating” may have 
been a poor choice of words considering 
the intended reader and the possible 
attractiveness of a cheap drunk with no 
hangover.

Assuredly all air divers have 
experienced this narcosis syndrome, but 
like myself may not have realized that they 
were affected or paid any particular 
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Back In The Day is Offshore Diver Magazine’s effort to record some diving history in the words of the 
Divers who were there. Bob Christensen is one of those guys. He’s been writing this series for almost a 
year now. If you are interested in writing for the magazine contact brasshat@offshorediver.com or visit 

www.offshorediver.com and hit the Magazine link.

his maximum depth, remove his weights, tie 
them to the down line and then rapidly return to 
the surface. Dumas entered the water and 
descended rapidly hand over hand down the 
knotted line. He reported anxiety, yet really 
feeling wonderful. His ears buzzed, there was a 
bitter taste in his mouth and he felt as though he 
had had too many drinks. He had forgotten 
about the people in the boat, his eyes were 
tired, he tried to think about the bottom, but 
could not. He felt both sleepy and dizzy. He 
reached for a knot and missed it, but reached 
again, caught it and tied his weights to it. 
Coming up he reported as “merry as a bubble” 
and the drunken sensation vanished. He was 
sober and angry as he felt he missed his goal. 
Back at the surface he was told that he was 
down for seven minutes. When the line was 
pulled up the weights were found tied off at 210 
feet. Dumas’s impression was that he had 
been slightly below 100 feet. The drunkenness 
and feelings that he reported were nitrogen 
narcosis, a factor of diving physiology that they 
knew practically nothing about. They referred 
to this intoxicating phenomenon as “rapture of 
the depths”.

“We continued to be puzzled with the 
rapture of the depths and felt that we were 
challenged to go deeper” (Cousteau in his book 
“The Silent World”). The summer of 1947 found 
Cousteau and crew setting up in 50 fathoms to 
again try to establish man’s depth limit. A heavy 
shotline was hung from the dive vessel with 
white boards attached every five meters. The 
test called for divers to descend down the line 
to their maximum depth, write their 
observations on the board, then ascend. 
Cousteau, in good physical condition from an 
active diving regimen, entered the water first 
carrying a piece of scrap iron and descended 
rapidly down the line. At two hundred feet he 
reported a metallic taste and a severe attack of 
the rapture. He was thoroughly and intensely 
screwed up mentally. Somehow he got it all 
together enough, or so he thought, to continue 
his descent. At the two hundred and sixty-four 
foot board he entered the glow of light reflected 

from the bottom and he could see the 
weight on the end of the line. He stopped at 
the next to last board and looked down to 
see the last board on the line five meters 
below.  He pushed himself to drop down to 
the last board at two hundred and ninety-
seven feet. After an attempt to sign the 
board he dropped the weight and started a 
rapid ascent. At two hundred and sixty-four 
feet he reported that the rapture vanished 
suddenly and he felt light and sharp again. 
Upon completion of the mandatory 
decompression stops he surfaced and 
several others repeated his feat, each 
reporting variations of the raptures 
experienced.

In the autumn of 1947 they 
undertook another series of deep dives with 
marker boards extending well below fifty 
fathoms. For these dives the diver would 
have a line tied to his waist and there would 
be a safety diver stationed on the surface 
ready to assist if needed.

Maurice Farques, the diving master, 
was the first to dive. Line signals reassured 
the surface crew as the diver descended. 
Suddenly the signals stopped and the 
safety diver went down immediately as the 
surface crew pulled the unresponsive diver 
up. The two met at one hundred and fifty 
feet. Farques was inert and his mouthpiece 
hung at his chest. It was assumed that he 
was the victim of overwhelming nitrogen 
narcosis. His name was written on the three 
hundred and ninety-six foot board.

I ran across an interesting article 
recently where native Africans were being 
trained as divers in order to give them 
employment and a source of revenue 
working on a rig off the coast of Africa. It 
seems that these gentlemen were a 
superstitious lot and when their diving took 
them into the depths where narcosis was 
encountered they became very frightened 
and reported that they had been attacked

continued...



by the “ocean spirits”. Their fear of these spirits 
was so strong that they were very reluctant to 
make any future dives.

Reminiscing about my years of air 
diving, I remained for the most part blissfully 
unaware of the effects of nitrogen, but on a few 
occasions did experience marked symptoms 
that could not be easily ignored. One rather 
unusual dive that just happened to be my first 
gas dive took place in 200 feet of clear cold 
water using scuba gear. On this dive the lack of 
narcosis was what became apparent in that the 
clarity of mind and the keen awareness of my 
surroundings were almost frightening. I later 
described my perceptions as a feeling of being 
on the razor’s edge. This event certainly 
brought home the role that high partial 
pressures of nitrogen play in diving.

A few miles up the coast from Santa 
Barbara is a point given the name “Coal Oil 
Point”, so called because of natural oil and gas 
seeps that have existed offshore since before 
recorded history. These seeps are fairly 
localized but emit enough gas and heavy oil to 
put an oily sheen along with patches of thick tar 
on the water surface and contaminate the local 
beaches. Production platform “Holly” was 
erected nearby and there was hope that 
subsequent production and relief of down hole 
pressures might reduce or eliminate the 
seeping. Such was not the case and a large 
square pipe frame with a tent like structure 
laced around the inside of the square to collect 

the rising gas and oil 
was installed over 
the major seep. The 
collected gas inflated 
the tent and rose 
th rough  a  hose  
connected to the top 
of the tent to a 
c o l l e c t i o n  b a g  
m o o r e d  o n  t h e  
surface. From this 
bag the gas was 
piped to the platform 
and sent ashore for 
processing.

The tent 
over the seep 
was at a depth 
of 240 feet. I 
had occasion 
t o  m a k e  a  
heavy gear gas 
dive on this tent 
to tie lacings 
that would hold 
the tent to the 
f r a m e .  T h e  
gentleman that 
I was working 
for was known 
for his frugality 
and since this 
was a gas dive 
he was most 
interested in 
using a minimum amount of expensive gas. His 
procedure was not to descend to 40 or 50 feet 
and change from air to gas as was the norm 
with most divers, but to change “on the fly” (his 
words). I entered the water and proceeded to 
make the customary rapid descent and arrived 
on bottom to start work noticing that I was still 
on air and was feeling a bit laid back. This was 
not a bad feeling and I felt that work was going 
along as planned, but certainly I was under the 
influence. Nothing shocking or alarming, but 
just a nice dull don’t give a damn feeling. Well, 
gas did finally arrive, things cleared 
immeasurably and the work continued.

On another occasion with the same 
gentleman and crew, we were inspecting the 
surface gas collection bag using scuba. The 
boss used scuba when it was necessary, but it 
was not his favorite venue. This was an easy 
routine job until the man in charge asked if we 
would inspect the hose leading up from a buoy 
suspended just above the tent at the 200 foot 
level. Since I carried the stigma of scuba diver 
all eyes looked toward me. Of course I said that 
should be no problem and laid out the 
necessary gear. I descended down the hose at 
a relaxed pace until at 180 feet the narcosis 
descended on me with a vengeance. I had 
severe visual disturbances with tunnel vision, 
blinking lights and not enough sense to know 

Platform “Holly”, erected in 1965 two 
miles off the coast a few miles west of 
Santa Barbara, California.
Photo from B Christensen.

One of several gas/oil seeps 
close to platform “Holly”. 
Photo from B Christensen
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what else. What I did know was that I was 
experiencing a completely new and 
unexpected bout of the raptures. After a brief 
stop at 180 to gain my orientation and 
concentrate on the task at hand I slid on down 
the hose to 200 feet where the hose was 
attached to the buoy and checked for a kink or 
other damage. With the inspection committed 
to a non existent memory I made a slow ascent, 
took some decompression time at 20 and 10 
and arrived back at the surface. Now, one thing 
that I have learned the hard way is that narcosis 
renders the memory useless, at least for me. 
The question asked, was the hose kinked, and 
I, with all certainty, said no the hose looked fine.

Several times in those early years I was 
called upon to do inspections where the 
horizontal distances to be covered rendered 
tethered gear out of the question. Inspections 
using scuba were both difficult and 
embarrassing, particularly if there was depth 
involved. It was difficult to keep more than the 
simplest of tasks in mind and it was 

embarrassing to try to report accurately on 
what had been seen. Tethered gear with 
communication where the surface crew could 
coach the diver and the findings were reported 
and recorded topside was certainly preferred 
wherever possible.

Nitrogen narcosis is a fickle malady 
indeed, causing a wide variety of symptoms 
tailored to circumstances, the environment and 
the individual diver, himself. Only one symptom 
seems to prevail in all divers and I can’t for the 
life of me, with my addled brain, remember 
much about that.

– Bob C.

If you have been following this column in previous 
issues, you will have read about Dan Wilson. Wilson was 
one of the men involved in early oilfield experiments with 
mixed gas diving and in 1962 made a 400 fsw 
demonstration dive to prove it could be done. Wilson 
passed away August 14th this year. Next time you’re 
cashing that depth check, might be alright if you find a 
bar and toss one back in his honor.

Back In The Day





The goal of this column is to answer the most frequently 
asked questions that are posed to Delise and Hall in our day to 
day consultations with commercial divers.  Many legal questions 
can be answered without the need of consulting an attorney; the 
great majority can, and should, be answered without hiring one. 
Send your legal inquiries and ideas for topics to explore in this 
column to me personally at bdelise@divelawyer.com or call me 
directly at 1-800-DIVER 55.

If you are in uptown New Orleans, a couple of blocks 
from Cooter Brown's, come by and say hello.---Bobby

Considerations is written by Bobby Delise
He can be reached at bdelise@divelawyer.com
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continued...

The Patent Foramen Ovale Issue
By Bobby Delise

Next  to  quest ions concern ing 
maintenance payments the above questions 
about the PFO are the most frequently asked 
ques t ions  we  hear  a t  De l i se  and  
Hall.Questions concerning the effect of PFO's 
on the working diver are also widely debated in 
the hyperbaric medical community.

There are no easy answers to this legal-
medical quandary. Here, however, are the 
salient issues of which all working divers 
should be made aware. 

Here is a very basic overview of the 
medical-legal issue of patent foramen ovale in 
divers.

The foramen ovale is an passage or 
opening between chambers in the heart that 
allows blood from the inferior vena cava to 
freely enter the left atrium in while a baby is in 
the her/his mother's womb. A patent foramen 
ovale (PFO) occurs when the passage does 
not fully close as an individual ages. This 
condition is found in approximately 1 out of 
every 3 humans.

Where this becomes an issue for 
commercial divers – statistically one out of 
every three commercial divers – is when the 
shunt is large enough to present the possibility 
of shunting of gases from the venous to the 
atrium chamber while a diver is off gassing or 
when the diver engages in a valsalva 
maneuver. The gas enriched blood goes to the 
atrial side of the circulatory system and there is 
a greater possibility that the diver gets bent or 

suffers arterial gas embolism.
That's a very crude and basic 

explanation.
Where the issue of PFO's comes 

into play in the commercial diving industry is 
when a diver is diagnosed as having a PFO, 
a finding that can result in serious 
consequences for a diver's career. If the 
PFO is discovered following an incident of 
CNS or AGE, a doctor may disqualify a 
diver permanently if the PFO is large 
enough, can't be repaired, or if the reason 
the doctor believes the CNS incident 
occurred was because of the PFO and/or if 
the doctor believed the CNS incident was 
an undeserved hit. An “undeserved” hit may 
be a hit where all the tables were followed 
perfectly, the diver was well rested, and 
there is no other reasonable explanation as 
to why the diver got bent. In such cases the 
reason for disqualifying the diver isn't 
because he was bent because of anything 
happened during or after the dive, it's 
because the diver had a PFO. Sorry; you're 
permanently disqualified and there's very 
little that can be done about it.

There is an operation to close the 
PFO, however, and it is beginning to be well 
received by the medical community. But it's 
heart surgery, and the jury is still out over 
whether it will be well received by the 
divers.

If a PFO is disqualifying, and 
remember that one in three divers have a 
PFO, the obvious question becomes: “why 
isn't it part of the medical screening prior to 
entry in dive school?” And, “if this is such a 
big deal why aren't divers screened 
annually or as part of the annual ADCI 
physical?” These are important questions 

Question from a Diver:
Recently I was bent following a questionable dive. I went to a diving doctor 

who suggested I get a test to determine if I have a PFO (Patent Foramen Ovale).  We 
found out I have a PFO and my doctor disqualified me from diving. My company said 
they are not responsible because a PFO is a congenital defect. My career is lost. 
What should I do? Do I even have a legal remedy? I'm lost.
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that no one in the dive industry can, with great 
clarity, provide an answer to.

In many instances where a diver is bent 
the company and/or the treating doctor 
requests that the diver undergo the testing to 
determine whether he has a PFO. It is 
appropriate and wise advice. However, some 
insurance companies often use this 
controversy to seek to deny Jones Act claims 
where the diver gets bent. If the diver has a 
PFO it is argued that the diver was bent, not 
because the company made a mistake, but 
because of the diver's PFO. Again, if one in 
three divers has a PFO it's a big deal when 
someone gets bent.

We at Delise and Hall have always 
argued if the presence of a PFO in a 
commercial diver is so important then perhaps 
screening, pre-bends injury, is important. Also, 
it's a specious argument for a company to try 
and escape liability if the CNS is the result of 
something other than the PFO, such as the rate 
of ascent was bad, the diver was Z'ed out, the 
table wasn't followed, or the ADCI rest period 
mandates were ignored. There are many 
reasons a diver gets bent, reasons which have 
nothing to do with the PFO.

Our argument is especially persuasive if 
the diver has dived hundreds of dives WITH A 
PFO, and it was only when there were mistakes 
made that the diver got bent!!!

Simply having a PFO does not give you 
a right to file suit against your company. But if 
you learn you have a PFO, you probably 
learned you had it after an incident. The 
question then becomes “Why did you get 
bent?” If it's because it was the fault of the 
company, equipment, or poor decisions by 
those running or planning your dive, or it's 
because of improper decompression or 
recompression therapy, post onset of 
symptoms, the issue of the PFO becomes less 
meaningful and, in some cases, totally 
irrelevant.

If any one has more specific questions 
about this matter simply contact us and we'll do 
our best to describe the legal controversy. If 
you have medical questions we can help point 
you in the right direction to get medical advice 
on this very important, confusing, and rarely 
discussed medical-legal issue. 
– Bobby D.

Considerations



Diving off the Plus Ten
Rothrock photo
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Cal Dive’s Ocean Tower  Dive Team
Back Row: Paul Unverferth, Mark Kidd, Hank Steinmann Gary Campbell Rich Grzetich Jon Madden George Waalk Charlie Srticker Andrew Lee Pete 
Paterno, Micheal Wilson.  Front Row: Joe Bell, Luke Blackford, Billy Hoffman, Jeff Willard, Jonas Umberger, Jose Flores (seated), Tyronne Nash, Ricky 
Robbins, Joe Delphin, Stephen Brinkley (seated), Chris Conner, Mike Carr. A Hank Steinmann creation 2007
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High Island 63
LOI Divers jetting down a 16" gas line all day; tide coming in and erasing the ditch every night. Picture 

from Company Rep D Calvert who says little by little they are winning.



Just another boring sunset
Roat photo

Stolt DSV American Constitution with SAT 3 on board.
S Terry photo
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Rigging 4 inch wire rope and chain to a 1200m ton 
leg salvaged from the Global-Sante Fe Adriatic VII by 

Smit. Used two heavy lift barges; the Smits Taklift1 
(800 ton) and the Cyclone (1000 ton) to handle the 

legs. 287 FSW and we have a full gas spread on 
each barge.

J O'Connor photo



Valbusa photo

Valbusa photo
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Like a good diver wife, I like 
shiny things and this magazine is 
pretty glossy, so I thought I might 
hang out here for a bit. But look 
around… I don't fit in here: When I 
go to the beach, I don't dream 
about swimming with sharks or 
breathing under water; I am 
looking for the right spot to work 
on my tan. When I go to a bar I am 
not trying to start a fight or race 
anyone to the bottom of a whiskey 
bottle; I am shopping for clothes 
off other girls' outfits. Still, I live 
with two divers – one single and 
one married – so I guess that 
qualifies me as some sort of 
expert. The married one is mine. 
I'll call him Turtle, to avoid public 
humiliation. I know how much you 
bitches love to gossip. The single 
guy moved in with us post-
Katrina. I'll call him Elrod. Elrod is 
kind of the JD to our Turk and 
Carla, if you will. Married couples love to 
have single guys around because we get to 
hear stories about dating drama. If you 
compound that by the fact that our single 
guy is a diver, well, let's just say I am 
surprised Elrod doesn't have a regular 
column with Penthouse. 

It is great living with divers: When 
they are home, it is nothing but fun because 
my regular life is their vacation time. That 
means barbeques, poker games, and 
shopping sprees, and lots of sex (just with 
Turtle, mind you). Of course, this 
comfortable lifestyle takes years of diving 
experience. We did not always own a 
house, for example. In fact, for years, we 
lived in typical New Orleans squalor with the 
rest of the tenders. Katrina marked some 
big changes for everyone, but for us it 
coincided with the time Turtle and Elrod 
broke out and we all moved to Baton 
Rouge. We were sorry to leave our life of 
drunken debauchery in New Orleans, but 

 Marrying a Diver Means Mowing the Lawn
By Keren Henderson

when nature tells you to get out, you listen.  
Once the dust settled, we bought a 

house just outside Baton Rouge. Turtle was so 
excited: a place of his own where he can play 
with power tools and mow his own lawn. As far 
as I was concerned, he was welcome to do all 
that stuff. I am a city girl. I do not come from 
handy stock. Mine is a family of academics. My 
mom is a teacher; my dad was a journalist; and 
Turtle wonders why I don't like to work with my 
hands. The fact is, even though I was never 
rich, things were done for me. I remember one 
time I casually mentioned to my mom that I 
wanted to paint my room blue and, when I got 
home from school that day I found out that she 
had paid someone to paint it for me. I think she 
missed the point: I wanted to paint it myself. 
But, in my house, that was not an option. So, is 
it any wonder I married a handy man like 
Turtle? 

Anyway, buying a house meant doing 
something that we had never done before: We 
got to take our first trip to Lowe's to shop for 
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What in the hell kind of mamby pampy pussy whipped shit is this, you ask. Beats me, an 
experiment, I guess. Keren Henderson contacted Offshore Diver Magazine with an idea for an 

article and that utterly disturbing grapic of the hat and the wedding ring. Interesting view from the 
other side. Comments welcome. Want more?

“grown-up” items. You know, patio furniture, 
light fixtures, basically everything that your 
landlord won't let you touch. Then we came to 
the area with the lawn mowers. Now, married 
divers reading this know fully well that their 
wives are also their financial advisors. It's not 
as bad as it sounds: you guys are away a lot, 
and married people have all kinds of bills to 
pay. So, we wives are usually in charge of 
handling the finances. Of course, when you 
come home, you drive us crazy because all 
you want to do is spend your hard-earned 
money, throwing our plans completely out of 
whack. In Turtle's case, on this particular trip 
to the hardware store, this meant buying a 
riding mower. And the pleading began.

“Come on, baby, this is the South – 
everyone has a riding mower.” 

“I don't care. A riding mower costs 
three times the amount of a self-propelled 
push mower and you've done nothing but 
shop since you came home.” 

It never once occurred to me that 
winning this argument would bite me in the 
ass. 

So, we bring the day's purchases, 
along with our new push mower (cause I 
always get my way), to our new home. Turtle 
begins to put everything in its place in his new 
man room (read: the garage). He just 
unpacks the build-it-yourself tool shed from 
Sears when the cell phone rings. It never 
fails: make plans to do something with your 
diver husband and I promise you the shop will 
call. Don't even dream of planning a birthday 
or an anniversary because it will only result in 
his going offshore at the worst possible time. 
Sure, Turtle harbors fantasies of building tool 
sheds and mowing lawns, but, in reality, he's 
off jetting holes or tightening flanges or some 
shit. And being a diver's wife often means 
doing stuff for yourself. If the engine falls out 
of my car, I can't depend on Turtle to be 
around to put it back in. 

So, Turtle left for a job off of Fourchon, 
Elrod had just signed up for another 30 days 

in Mexico, and I was left with the over-grown 
lawn. Reality came crashing down on me. In 
times like these, I wonder if I'm cut out for this 
lifestyle. Still, I, the city girl, put on my cutest 
“mowing outfit” and decided to tackle the 
overgrown mess in our yard. I positioned the 
push mower, and reached for the string. Only, 
it wouldn't pull. Now, it's not like I've never 
mowed a lawn before. The thing is that my 
family (the academics) had an electric 
mower. With that long chord it was more like 
vacuuming the lawn than mowing it, but it 
started with the push of a button. I pulled the 
string again, this time with a little more 
frustration in my heart, but it held on like diver 
with a half-drunk beer at closing time. 

I considered my options: I couldn't call 
my girlfriends, because they are just as 
clueless as I am about this stuff; I wasn't 
about to embarrass myself by asking the 
neighbor; so I did the only thing I could think 
of and I texted Turtle. 

“Can't start mower. String won't pull,” I 
texted, feeling defeated. Luckily, he was in his 
dive rack. 

“U hav 2 hold da handle,” was his 
response. Anyone? Bueller? WTF? 

“Giving up. Burning lawn,” I wrote 
back. I went inside to take off my boots when I 
got another text. 

“Don't give up. Grip handle with one 
hand, pull string with other.” 

I collected myself, went back outside, 
and followed Turtle's instructions. When I 
held the handle down, that stubborn string 
finally released and, with a mighty growl, the 
mower started up. Even though I still had to 
mow the lawn after all that, I was very 
pleased. I won't kid you, being married to a 
diver is challenging. Sometimes it's like being 
single without the fun of dating around, but 
with all the responsibilities of being married. 
Still, they say a marriage is successful if each 
person continually improves the quality of the 
other's life.

I skipped back over to the cell phone. 
“I did it. Love you,” I texted. 
“Proud of you,” he wrote back. 

Continued...



Maybe I'll be able to handle this diver 
wife thing after all. 

So, I was thinking: if you like hearing 
my girly stories, maybe you can do me a favor 
and write to brasshat@offshorediver.com 
and let them know. If it's any incentive, I was 
thinking that the next article I write will be 
titled “Text Sex.”

 Use your imagination.
                                                              – KH

Henderson

It ain’t all guts and glory.
Sometimes it just sucks.

Rothrock photo



Your deepest dive, in ink.
You want to tell me where you’ve been,

I’ll make you there - on a shirt.

It ain’t just shirts...
Numbered prints, for starters.

Contact us with your wants
and ideas.

email

internet
 

www.diveshirts.net

Santos_designs@yahoo.com

You can also find us on offshorediver.com
in the Chamber Bag section

Custom artwork by request

Dive school shirts

Project shirts

Company shirts

Special events

Core group shirts

Your shirts
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A Diver’s Diver, Inventor and Manufacturer of Flange Skillets
Part II of a two part interview

JV When I was diving, I had supervisors 
that were Master Diver's that I knew in the 
Navy, they retired and they didn't know 
anything about the oil patch. Taylor had, I 
think, 42 supervisors at one time and the 
majority were right from the Navy. So we had 
to indoctrinate them on our terminology and 
the jobs we were doing because they were 
different from the Navy jobs. So we trained 
them.

T h e y  w e r e  r e a l l y  g o o d  a t  
decompression. They were excellent in 
safety. I'd still go behind them and check the 
air compressors, check the oil; I would check 
the valves. I still went behind them personally 
because it was my ass going down there, you 
know. Most of them were good but there was 
a few that weren't too sharp. We used to 
embarrass the shit of them. They didn't like to 
make mistakes. We didn't get into fist fights 
offshore or nothing like that, no, but when we 
went ashore, if we had a problem it'd be time 
to come to the wire.

I had a real good friend who could 
hypnotize people. And he was good. We were 
sitting at a table, maybe twelve of us, and he 
hypnotized one of the Brits that was diving 
with us. A tender. We had some tenders that 
was from the UK when we first went over 
there - I first went over there in 1971 and I 
worked over there until 1976 - and we trained 
those tenders. That's how they learned. They 
didn't know. They were scuba diving behind 
us, inspecting in up to 130 feet of water. So 
we trained them, we were nice to them. But 
this buddy of mine hypnotized one of them. 
Every time he would say Blackbird, that guy 
would jump up and say God Bless The 
Queen. And that tender swore up and down 
he didn't do that. We all laughed. That was my 
buddy Ronnie Schwerer. He's dead now, too. 
He was good, man. In fact, he quit doing that 
because got scared that he might hurt 
somebody by accident. He'd make them eat 
an onion thinking it was an apple. Take a 
shower with their clothes on. Or dance. They 

couldn't dance, but he'd give them their cue 
and they'd get up and start dancing.

He tried me a few times, but you can't 
just hypnotize anybody, you know. I didn't 
want to be hypnotized and he couldn't 
hypnotize me. But he could most that wanted 
to be. He'd say go to sleep, go to sleep, and 
everything else. And when you say a key 
word or something, they'd wake up. They'd 
say, I didn't do that. Ronnie would tell them, 
Well, here's this onion you've been eating 
thinking it was an apple; it's almost gone. And 
why are you all wet? You took a shower with 
your clothes on.

Just little tricks like that. Nothing 
malicious. Ronnie was from New Orleans 
originally. He dove a long time. Not too many 
people from Louisiana were Divers at that 
time. I don't know what you have now, but 
there was only a handful of us from 
Louisiana. Everybody was from Oregon, 
California, Pennsylvania. Vernon Dillinger 
was a real good friend of mine. He was from 
Washington DC. He's gone too.

ODM So where were we... 1985 - Cajun 
Divers went belly up. You went looking for a 
job, signed on with Gulf Coast, then they went 
out of business too, what, half a year later, 
you said?
JV Yeah. Six months; belly up.  In 1986 
we opened Deep Six. An inland diving 
company. Oh, what a horrible job that was. I 
much preferred it on those nice barges 
offshore. The inland diving was tough 
logistically. And that water was cold, 
especially in January and February when 
that ice and snow melted up north. That 
current was bad. Just a wheel job in there 
was terrible. Let alone salvage.

I was still on the Corp of Engineers bid 
list, so I got a booklet. The Corp of Engineers 
sends you a book and you better go through it 
if you're gonna bid. Open bid. I bid against 
Taylor, I bid against Acadiana Divers. Jim 
Rawls. I'd worked for him before as a 

Background: Bell leaving the surface, North Sea, 1968. Vidrine photo.
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Joe Vidrine
Thirty-one years in the water; fifteen years full-time maker of Flange Skillets. Countless Divers can still 
count ten fingers, thanks to Joe. This is part two of a two part interview. If you have been diving since 
before 1992, you may have had the priviledge of diving alongside Joe Vidrine. Joe has been diving all 

over the world, first with the Navy and then commercially. Lots of long-time offshore hands are sure to 
remember Joe V, or Mean Joe Vidrine, or Seldom Seen Vidrine. Hank knows him. This interview took place 

th at Joe’s house on the 29 of April, 2007. ODM would like to thank Joe for his time and hospitality, which 
included a lot of whiskey and a damn fine steak. 

supervisor, a Diver. I knew him. He was a 
friend of mine. But I went on my own and so I 
bid for these inspections of bridges they just 
came out with in, I think, 1987 or something 
like that. The first time they inspected all the 
bridges of Louisiana, they broke the state up 
into three or four sections. And they had 
bridges. Man, we have bridges in Louisiana 
like you won't believe. Just one example, 
Lake Charles got a bunch of waterway 
bridges, you know. Supposed to inspect, go 
down there and photograph them, and then 
check for anything broken with the cement, 
with the footings all that stuff.  One of my 
partners and me went to 90% of those 
bridges before we put our bid in. We had a 
$7500 bid bond we had to put up with the 
Corp of Engineers. And we won the bid. Then 
they wanted a $25,000 performance bond in 
case we reneged on the work. Couldn't come 
up with it. I asked my two partners, I said, hey, 
give me 24 hours and I bet I can somebody to 
back me up for the 25 grand for a job like this. 
It was a big, big contract. The attorney [silent 
partner] was going hunting and wasn't 
interested. My other partner said, no, I want 
my seven thousand back. Cause if you pulled 
you could get your bid bond back. So I pulled 
out. Twenty-four hours later my CPA said, "I'd 
have loaned you the 25 grand because it's a 
government based job and you get your 
money. I'd have loaned you that."

That killed that company. After that I 
quit trying to sell. I said, "I'm not messing with 
that. You guys won't back me up, I'm out of 
this."

ODM Damn. That's too bad. Who were your
two partners?

Silence. Sort of a bitter grin on his face.

ODM They don't have names. Good
enough. What'd you do after Deep
 Six?

JV I went freelancing again.

ODM Who'd you work for as a free lance
Diver?

JV Anybody who called me. Epic would 
call. And Larry Tomlinson give me a job, too. 
Professional Divers of New Orleans. We 
satted together, we dove together; I've been 
knowing him a long time. He got me out of a 
bind. Got me into an apartment after Deep 
six. I left there with nothing. Nothing but a 
pick-up truck. Out of 57 acres of land, a 3200 
square foot house, I left with a pick-up truck. 
My wife left. Took the kids. Went to Florida, 
back to her parents over there. She left me. 
Just pffffft! - like that.

ODM Funny how that shit happens.
JV Pretty depressing. Traumas on top of

traumas. You know what that's like.

ODM My mother once told me that life 
doesn't get any easier. And in fact it gets to be 
just harder and more troublesome as you get 
older.
JV One of my old Aunts that just died 
recently said, "The easy part in this world is to 
die. The hard part is to live it."

But then from that I freelanced for a 
whole lot of different companies. I don't even 
know how many. And they'd want to call you 
when they didn't have any more people left. 
Because things were tough then and they'd 
work their own people first. You don't hire 
freelance Divers if you've got in-house Divers 
that are starving, you know what I'm talking 
about? You don't do that. So I could 
understand that. And I said, look, I don't even 
want to dive. I'll supervise, I said. Tell you 
what, I'll be a shop foreman, I'll make your 
hoses up, I'll... I knew all the equipment real 
good. After ten years in the Navy, ten years in 
the engine room, I could have overhauled all 
that equipment. Air compressors and all that 
shit. Continued...



Hydrostatic testing the chambers, testing the 
dive hoses, all the rules and regulations; I knew 
all that shit. I was an expert at that crap.

Joe stops again to mix more drinks. We 
should both be about half canned by now, but 
Joe doesn't seem it all. This'd be round number 
six or so. But who's counting?

ODM Thanks for the drink Joe. Gonna get
me so drunk I screw this up.

JV Nooooo. I'll tell you a good story here. 
'87 I think it was. '87 or '88. I think it was ten of 
us got a call. We were all freelancing. In Mexico 
off Campeche they lost a boat. A saturation 
boat. I forgot the name of it. It turned turtle in 
bad weather. It was outside the harbor in 170 
feet of water. I don't know why they didn't go in 
the harbor. Maybe they [the Mexican harbor 
officials] wouldn't let them, I don't know. But 

anyway, there was four still in sat. Twenty-six or 
twenty-eight people on board that didn't make 
it; that died on there. You want some lemon?

I think it was originally a French vessel; 
they had a Comex saturation system on there 
anyway. I think the French had it first, then we 
had it (Americans), then we sold it or whatever 
we did, whoever did what, the Mexicans. A 
Mexican diving company. They still had two or 
three Americans on board, but it was all 
Mexicans. I think three or four escaped that 
were probably topside when it turned turtle on 
them and sank. Anyway, the long story short is 
that it sunk in December. The Mexicans had 
been diving on it since December and this is 
now March. And they couldn't get it up.

ODM What kind of problems were they
having?

JV They didn't know how to do any salvage. 
And they were afraid of the ghosts down there. 

Joe Vidrine Interview

Brown and Root barge in the 1970’s. Welding habitat on 
crane, sat system on deck. Vidrine photo.

1970, Taylor Diving. Vidrine wearing Swindell recirc gear for 
surface diving. Says he didn't care for that rig. Hard to breath. 
Vidrine photo.



So they hired a team of us. Mike Ambrose was 
one of the team. He was with Taylor for a long 
time too. They sent us over there. They had an 
old McDermott barge. Had a two-thousand ton 
rotating crane on there. We went over there 
and started diving on that thing in 170 feet of 
water. There was a crane on the sunken boat 
that was in the way and one of the jobs I did on 
that was to burn the bolts and remove the 
pedestal. Took us less than two weeks to get it 
up. We had that son of a bitch floating.

Then we were supposed to go aboard 
and bag the bodies. I helped a little bit but after 
a while I said, man, I didn't come here to do 
that. I seen enough of that shit already in Viet 
Nam and all that. And the smell was pretty bad. 
I went inside the barge and inside the sat 
system too. Three or four guys still in sat. One 
was at the door, but the door was... you know, if 
it had opened, it wouldn't have helped them. 
Saturated, you know. Some were in a closet in 
the barge. There was a bunch in one room that 
had the door blocked when it turned over. 
Twenty-seven people.

Anyway, the Mexican company that 
hired us paid us in Monterey Mexico. We went 
and spent three of fours days waiting for our 
checks. They paid us well.

ODM And after that you were still freelancing?
How long altogether did you freelance?

JV Until I quit in '92. The last job I did was for 
Gary Savoie. Epic. I got an ear blockage - it was 
shallow, 80 feet or whatever, but I couldn't 
decompress properly. I couldn't equalize, 
right? He sent me in. He sent me a limousine.

ODM No shit? A  limousine at the dock?
JV That was my last commercial dive.

ODM I'd say that's respectful.
JV That's Gary. He's crazy, anyway.

ODM That was when you started up Flange 
Skillets International?
JV No, I had started way earlier, just a little 
bit at a time, little bit at a time trying to promote 
it, you know, and sell a few. I had a company in 
New Iberia made a few out of metal. The first 
customer I ever had was another buddy. Don 
Terry. He owned International Oilfield Divers 
and I was the shop foreman over there. I wasn't 
freelancing then; I wasn't diving. He said, 
[when he hired me] "Joe, I'm putting some 
stability in your life." (Laughs) - put some 
stability in my life! And he paid me pretty well. 
But I had to put a lot of hour's in. 60 or 70 hours 
a week sometimes, you know how it goes. Got 
six or seven barges out there and we took turns 
being on call. I worked there for about a year 
and a half.

Joe Vidrine Interview
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The Gorski Hat

281-960-5091
www.gorskihat.com

Taylor Diving. Bob Grant and another hand during a dive. 
Vidrine photo.



JV My last diving job, besides freelancing, 
was CSI. Out of Lafayette. Big Chuck Gaines 
hired me. He comes here to visit me every now 
and then. CSI did all the hydrostatic testing and 
stuff. Greene's was their competition. I think 
they're still in business, I saw one of the guys I 
used to work with the other day.

ODM Well, to Flange Skillets then. Let's hear
about that. When did it occur to you?

JV 1969 I started taking measurements of 
flanges. I had put flanges together in the Navy 
and I just came up with an idea that you put a 
handle and a spacer on the gasket and it'd be 
so much easier. I had a buddy make one out of 
metal and it worked. I started from there and 
started selling a few here and a few there.

I had three jobs, man. At CSI, with big 
Chuck, I had a beeper and he'd let me take my 
calls. I had an answering service. I'd call my 
manufacturer and he'd make them for me and 
ship them for me and I just had to invoice. And 

I'd work the shop, or first Diver out, or first 
supervisor, the first superintendent, whatever, 
and that was it. I worked like that for a couple of 
years with Chuck. After one job, 58 days 
offshore or something like that, my sister was 
taking my calls, I grossed more money with the 
Skillets than with the diving so I decided to 
change my course. Plus I couldn't pass the 
physical anymore after '92. That's why.

ODM So you went full time with the Skillets in
'92, and you had been making them since 
1969; how many were you selling during the 
years before 1992?
JV Not much. 4 or 5 here, 4 or 5 there. And 
mostly Don Terry's company, International 
Oilfield Divers, was buying them from me 
before they finally stated catching on. But I 
didn't have the money to do any kind of 

Joe Vidrine Interview

Joe diving Bob Grant's Aquadyne. Vidrine photo.

Dennis Web. Dive Supervisor, ex-Navy Master Diver. One of 
Vidrine's dive school instructors in the Navy. “Tough,” says 
Vidrine, “wouldn't put up with no shit.” Vidrine photo.



marketing campaign. And I knew that 
marketing, for any company, large or small, is 
one of the most important things. You have to 
have a good product. You have to have 
something that somebody needs and not just 
wants. And you have to have a marketing 
campaign. If you don't have a marketing 
campaign, whatever you can afford, then you 
won't sell anything if nobody knows about it.

ODM Seems obvious.
JV Yeah, but I didn't realize that until after 
two companies. Live and learn.

In 1992 I rented a little old building here 
in Washington on the Bayou. A tiny building - 
this is a small shop - and I started 

experimenting on how to make those myself. I 
tried all kinds of stuff. I tried molding them. I 
tried fiberglassing them. I tried this and I tried 
that; all this shit. Only thing worked was hand 
labor. Skill saw; band saw. The slip ring was a 
big thing. Everything has to be just right or the 
skillet won't work.

Another drink break, another tangent.

ODM Where were we?
JV Finished diving.

ODM Right, 1992. Full time with the Flange
 Skillets.

JV And my health went bad for some 
reason. I passed the diving physical 32 years in 
a row. As you well now it's hard to pass the 
diving physical. If you had a cavity in one of

Joe Vidrine Interview
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Observation bell. Used to go down 3 or 4 or 500 feet on a 
crane with an engineer to observe. Vidrine and the dive crew 
didn't like loosing dives to the bell. Whenever it went down, a 
Diver would accompany the engineer. Oxygen was supplied 
by an in-bell bottle. Vidrine was fond of saying the oxygen 
was low and cracking open the bottle a bit. Says that always 
inspired the engineer to want to leave bottom; "It scared the 
shit out of them.” Vidrine photo.

1969 or 70. Left: 
also vice president. Right: Al Rose. From Texas, dove for a 
long time. Vidrine photos.

Bob McArdle. Taylor diving supervisor and 
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your teeth, Taylor Diving wouldn't send you 
offshore unless you fixed it. You had to pass 
everything.

ODM Now when you first went full-time, you
were still selling them in drips and dabs?

JV Oh yeah, definitely. Struggling like hell and 
renting a little small building and trying to make 
them all myself. I tried to experiment where I could 
make them quicker and better, you know, easier. 
The only way to do this would be to invest in a 
computer punch machine. Lot of money. Several 
hundred thousand dollars worth of machine. So I 
didn't go that route. One man does all that for me. 
One guy. Then he has no feet. He got in an 
electrical accident when he was thirty-something; 
he's fifty-five. It blew both his feet away. He's got no 
feet, but you can't tell. People like that usually in a 
wheel chair; not him. Drives everywhere. He won't 
slow down in the shop. He'll cut 40 or 50 skillets in a 

half a day. My other workers, I had several 
before him - younger people that I trained 
and everything - shit, they screw around and 
screw around in there, man. He doesn't 
screw around. He don't even want me in 
there. I give him all the numbers and he 
knows now, I mean I trained him too, you 
know. He don't want me looking over his 
shoulder, but I check him out anyway. I spot 
check the skillets when he finishes them. 
Never catch him in a mistake. We use a dial 
caliper to check. Need to be within 
1/10,000th of an inch.

ODM You're seeing your company get
bigger  and bigger each year?

JV Seems like it, we're selling more and 
more, but we never know with the oil patch. 
One week will be great and the next week 
we won't get anything. We just never know. 
We can't project what we're gonna make at 
the end of the year. There's no way to 
project this stuff.

ODM Kind of like you're still diving.
JV Yep. You sure can't predict. I might 
have some competition somewhere I don't 
know about, too.

ODM Well, I'm grateful for Flange Skillets.
JV It's nothing but a simple device. A 
simple device that will assist you. It's a 
consumable safety device. It's consumable 
because it stays in, and being a safety 
device, everybody can write it off. Like a pair 
of gloves. Wear 'em out and throw 'em 
away.

ODM So, fifteen years now you’ve been
saving Diver's fingers full-time.

JV Yep. End of the story.

Joe Vidrine, April 2007. ODM photo.

At this point we decide to get some dinner, but first, a 
drink or two at Willie's Campground. Willie's has been 
Joe's favorite 
bar for decades. 
I t 's  a lso the 
place where, 
one evening, he 
sketched out on 
a napkin the first 
design for a 
Flange Skillet.



Flange Skillets
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Washington, LA, USA
(337) 236-8229

www.flangeskillets.com

U.S. Patent and Trademark

skillets@eatel.net
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From the Flange Skillets website:
The Flange Skillet® is designed to be cost 
effective and safe. The time and motion 
saved during installation and centering of the 
Ring Gasket Holder is enormous. By having a 
handle on the skillet, a large Finger Safety 
Factor is enhanced. It also protects the flange 
by keeping out foreign matter from between 
the flange faces. The handle has a break-
away point at the O.D. of the flange in order to 
install a flange protector if desired. Both 
Micarta (non-conductive material) and Steel 
skillets are available. All sizes larger than 12" 
in diameter are manufactured using steel. 

Flange assembly illustrated at left shows how a Flange Skillet with 
o-ring inserted rests on the bottom bolts and centers the gasket 
perfectly. This interviewer has used them numerous times and I’m 
here to tell you guys, these things cut flange-up time way down. 
No dicking around with welding rods and teflon tape, no measuring 
with a knife blade to see if the o-ring is captured; just send me 
some bolts!

Chart below shows sizes available from stock. Custom 
fitting and other sizes also produced by request. To 
order, specify flange size, series, and gasket ring 
number.

4” 6” 8” 10” 12” 16”
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I am the father of Chandon Lee McGrath, a 22-year-old commercial diver who died in 
the Gulf of Mexico in 2006.  My background includes over two decades of service with the U.S. 
Coast Guard including time spent chasing drug runners, rescuing those in peril on the sea, 
inspections, and most recently working for the Intelligence and Criminal Investigation part of 
the Coast Guard.  

August 29, 2006 was the anniversary date (1 year to the day) of Hurricane Katrina, and 
most folks in the southern Louisiana area will remember that day for that reason, but our family 
will remember that day for another reason, the hurricane had claimed another life on that same 
date one year later.  Hurricane's Katrina and Rita had caused extensive damage throughout 
the Gulf of Mexico, as many of you reading this are aware.  This is our story and is written to 
start bringing this incident into the light.

My son, Chandon, 22 years of age, was a part of a diving crew aboard the DSV Global 
Explorer, working in East Cameron block 346, on a jobsite where they were attempting to raise 
portions of the jack-up rig “Rowan Halifax” which had sunk to the bottom during Hurricane 
Katrina.  

It was an ordinary Tuesday on the Gulf of Mexico according to most accounts.  It was hot 
and sunny, humid with a slight wind blowing across the water and work on the Rowan Halifax 
was progressing well aboard the ship.  The prime contractor on the job was relatively new to 
the Gulf of Mexico, but had years of experience conducting salvage operations on the 
Mississippi River.  This job was important because it was an insurance job.  Rowan's 
insurance company was footing the bill and they wanted to ensure that work was progressing 
along at a pretty rapid clip, while maintaining a degree of safety along the way.  Rowan was 
locking horns with the insurance company and the details of that lawsuit can be found here on 
the internet: http://www.rigzone.com/news/article.asp?a_id=40495. As a part of their 
requirement to ensure their precious cargo was being handled appropriately and 
professionally, they had an ROV team onboard to capture the entire salvage operation, use the 
ROV as a second set of eyes, reinforcing the safety of the operation while capturing the history 
of the operation for future use if necessary.  The divers onboard the vessel had been supplied 
by 2 companies that had limited experience in the Gulf of Mexico and would be categorized by 
most as “Inland” divers.

According to the dive team members that I personally talked with, the accident that cost 
my son's life started earlier that day when the dive team and their supervisor had their daily 
team meeting to discuss work for the day around 1100.  It had been decided that they would get 
in as many dives as they could during the day because their normal night operations 
equipment was down, including lighting and the ROV.  They wanted to play it safe.  They dove 
4 divers that afternoon and made great progress toward getting the next 30-foot section of the 
rig ready to be lifted.  

That evening, work had progressed so well that it was decided to put one more diver in 
the water and try to complete the process of attaching the chain to that portion of the rig, making 
it ready to lift from the bottom. By their own account, the decision to deviate from their earlier 
plan put my son Chandon as the next diver up in the rotation.  He should have questioned that 
decision based on the fact that deviating from any plan has its risks, but he was young and 
wanted to do what he was told. What follows is a series of events that we believe caused his 
death on that dive, that night.  We have a copy of the video that was captured by the hat cam, 
and many of the details come from that video. I also personally talked with several members of 
the dive crew, and other divers who have viewed that video with us.
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Life and Death in the Gulf Of Mexico
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Chandon got dressed in pretty 
quickly on the dive deck as night 
was falling, it was 8:22 pm and 
Chandon wanted to get in the 
water and get his job done.  He put 
the company owned KM-37 on his 
head that night, the one that had 
been reported as possibly 
defective earlier on that month; 
climbed onto the bell and was 
lowered to the water line. There is a 
slight pause as the lowering 
operation stops, and then he is 
raised back out of the water.  Fully 

dressed in, he stayed standing in the bell while something was happening on deck.  Nobody 
could tell us why he came back up or what was going on, but Chandon had to wait while this all 
went on for about 6 minutes, in his gear, hot and I imagine a bit frustrated.  One of his buddies 
gives him a bottle of water and he appears to lean forward and pours it down his back in an 
attempt to cool off.  He makes a few hand motions and just as suddenly as he had been lifted 
out of the water, he was lifted up and lowered back into the water on the bell. 

As he drops below the surface, his light on his hat is turned on and he begins 
descending down to his work site.  When Chandon got to his worksite, some 225' below the 
surface, it is evident that there are some lines occupying his workspace; 1) his umbilical, 2) a 
crane line with chain attached to the end, 3) and another utility line of some sort.  There is a 
current flowing and he struggles to keep his orientation and bearing during his work in the 
current.  Most of the work had been completed, all Chandon had to do was assist the 4” chain 
around the teeth in the rig and connect it to the shackle that was awaiting it at the end of the 
crane line.  The orientation of the chain to the shackle was off, and he struggled to get the two 
into the right alignment so that he could attach them together.  The crew above “airmailed” him 
a very large pry bar, down this other utility line and he quickly gets underneath some of the 
equipment down below so that he wouldn't get hit in the head when the pry bar reached the end 
of the line.  Once it arrived he made quick work of getting it loose from the line that it came down 
on, grabbed it and took it down to the job site.  He works and works to get that chain around 
those teeth with that pry bar and finally gets it.  He is now within inches of having the chain link 
inside of that shackle.  You can almost feel the excitement as he continues to work, struggle, 
pull and push that chain to get it into the shackle.  In some scenes he is completely underneath 
the chain, body is horizontal as he struggles to work this thing into place.  

According to the video and digital timing on the video, as Chandon struggles to get the 
chain in the shackle, there comes a point where he simply lays down the chain and begins to 
climb the crane line, its exactly 20:50:20 pm, hand over hand directly in front of his hat camera.  
We can see his hands the entire time. We believe he got about 20 feet up the line, probably 
going for the bell, somehow the hat comes off, its exactly 20:50:39 and the orientation of the hat 
cam turns upside down, all effort ceases and he begins to slowly drift to the bottom.  By minute 
20:51 he is laying on the bottom, having drifted back down, and there is no more movement 
until the standby diver shows up. All of this is clearly seen from his hat cam.  My theory is that he 
was on an out-breath when something went wrong, possibly filling the hat with water, and with 
limited time, he tried to put together a solution and simply ran out of time. The reason for my 
assertion is that I knew Chandon very well; he was incredibly strong and athletic.  In talking with 
several other divers who knew Chandon, we all came to this conclusion, reasoning that if 
Chandon had gotten a good breath in, he should have been able to make it to the bell, 
approximately 30 feet up with plenty of breath left to tap his emergency gas on the bell.

Chandon McGrath
Photo submitted by Mike McGrath



Eyewitness accounts on deck reveal 
that he had told those personnel topside in a 
gurgling voice, “Oh God, Oh God”!  The 
supervisor topside tried to tell him to max out 
his free flow valve, maybe thinking that the 
extra air would clear the hat. In watching the 
video several hundred times, it appears that 
Chandon never tried to do that, or use his 
bailout, and the diver's pneumo was never 
charged – in essence all three of his sources for 
breathing gas failed him in some way, or he 
believed that they wouldn't work.  He was 
obviously thinking he needed to get to the bell 
for emergency gas.  There has been much 
debate about what happened that night, some 
say he took his hat off, some say it popped off, 
some say it was his inexperience that caused 
him to panic, some say it was some mystery 
that nobody has figured out yet.  The Navy 
Experimental Diving Unit issued their report 
after inspecting the hat, claiming there was 
nothing wrong with the hat. When asked, they 
claimed that they were unable to recreate the 
accident.  This event happened very quickly 
and with so many possible factors, the exact 
cause of the hat coming off of his head could 
not be definitively determined.

 Apparently there was confusion on the 
surface as to what was going on below.  
Repeated attempts were made to contact 
Chandon with negative results.  At some point, 
the standby diver was alerted.  We were told 
the standby diver wasn't completely ready and 
it took 3 attempts to get the hat on him and get 
him over the side.  It was about 5 minutes 
before anybody showed up to retrieve 
Chandon from the bottom.  The video that we 
have cuts off at 20:59:02 and he is still in the 
water being pulled to the surface, at least 8 
minutes from the time his body goes lifeless. 
Once they had him onboard there was some 
confusion as to what to do with him.  Some 
wanted to begin resuscitation efforts 
immediately upon him hitting the deck, others 
wanted to send him and the rescuers directly 
into the chamber.  As the discussion played 
out, time was ticking away.  Finally, somebody 
in charge decided to make them all get into the 
chamber, where they were told to conduct 
resuscitation efforts, without the help of any 

electronic assistance (defibrillator) due to the 
oxygen rich environment in the chamber.  They 
worked on him for over an hour until the Doc 
told them over the phone to stop their efforts.  
These guys were heroes as far as I'm 
concerned.

The experience in the chamber was less 
than ideal.  There were two dive medics put into 
the chamber with Chandon, both were highly 
qualified and had years of experience on fire 
rescue and Special Forces medicine as well as 
dive medicine.  Once they were in the chamber, 
the ship cut its lines and started sailing for port.  
Unfortunately, the way the compressors were 
positioned on the deck, and the course and 
weather conditions present that night allowed 
the exhaust from the ship to come into contact 
with the intake on the compressor attached to 
the chamber and contaminated air was put into 
the chamber, making everybody inside the 
chamber very sick.  This is why I consider these 
guys heroes.  They put their own lives on the 
line to try and save my son.  They paid a price 
for that decision as well and I've been told that 
they still suffer from the CO poisoning that they 
experienced that night.  But they continued to 
work on my son even though their own 
suffering was almost unbearable.  Once the 
efforts to revive Chandon were finished, these 
guys were forced to endure approximately 12 
more hours of suffering while they ran a double 
set of tables on them to try and alleviate the 
effects of the CO.

As the ship was sailing for port, the ass 
covering games began.  A team of attorneys 
was flown to the ship by helicopter to debrief 
the crewmembers, evidence was collected, 
statements were taken and the Coast Guard 
was alerted.  By the time CG investigators 
arrived, they discovered that all audio records 
were gone, and video records were missing.  
The ROV was down that night so nothing there; 
weeks later a short version of the dive video 
surfaced.  Through the persistent efforts of our 
attorney, Bobby Delise, we were able to finally 
get a copy of a shortened version of the video.  
As a side note, without Bobby, we would have 
been screwed.  I don't say that lightly, if you get 
hurt or someone you know gets dead, consider 

McGrath



the professionals you would want in your 
corner carefully, as you'll be in for the fight of 
your lives as we were.  We now have a copy of 
that video.  The senior leader of the prime 
contractor denied any evidence tampering 
when asked. We were fortunate, in my opinion, 
to have a least a part of the video preserved.  
This has helped us to understand that 
whatever happened, he was calm, cool, 
collected and was thinking.  He was thinking 
about what to do to solve his urgent problem.  It 
has showed us that his death was quick and, 
we hope painless.  We can't hear anything 
during this whole production and were told 
early on in the process that the audio was “lost”. 

From my perspective, I think all of you 
can see that there were many factors that 
contributed to my son's death.  A series of 
errors all strung together to create tragedy.  It 
could have been simple hat maintenance 
procedures not being followed all the way to the 
dive crew being completely unprepared for 
what they experienced.  They obviously hadn't 
practiced, drilled or trained for emergencies.  
I'm not assigning blame to any of them, they 
have all been through enough already and I 
care about them.  We all have to live with this 
tragedy, not just the family.  However, through 
my own investigations I've learned that these 
same conditions exist in many places in the 
Gulf of Mexico. 

Many of you are tempting death 
everyday.   Please, become expert in your craft 
and cover your ass before every dive.

I could fill in many more details but I'm 
writing this in an effort to challenge each of you.  
I purposely wanted to create more questions 
than answers because my son is gone, he's 
never coming back, but you are all still alive 
who read this article.  I want you to ask 
yourselves everyday: Am I fully prepared to do 
this job? Are the conditions right? Do I trust my 
fellow divers, supervisor and deck crew with 
my life? Is my equipment well maintained and 
safe, and do we all know what to do in an 
emergency situation?  These questions should 
constantly be running through your heads – 
and believe me, I used to tell Chandon the 
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We’ve Got Your
Safety In Hand

For any size - 2” to 42”
For any Series RTJ Flange Gasket

www.flangeskillets.com

The S-K Series
O-Ring Holder

U.S. Patent #4,522,536

The Consumable Diver-Held Safety Device
That Prevents Injury To Diver’s Hands

Flange Skillets
International

Fax: (337) 942-4639
email 

203 Daisy Lane, Opelousas, LA, 70570 USA
skillets@eatel.net

RTJ Type Flange
without “Skillet”

Diver holds O-ring in place, 
risking finger injury.

RTJ Type Flange
with “Skillet”

O-ring holder keeps fingers 
out of danger.

Call Joe Vidrine or Sandra Chapman
(337) 237-9778
(337) 236-8229

(337) 789-1680

same thing.  I've spent a couple of decades in 
the maritime environment and I know exactly 
how dangerous it can be.  

Please stay safe; learn from those who 
have gone before you and stay alive.

My name is Mike McGrath and my email 
address is mikemcgrat@gmail.com.

I am interested in answering whatever 
questions you may have, or filling in other 
details if any of you have any good questions 
and need more details to better understand 
what happened that horrible night.
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How about that injured dick-skinner! It 

was the reaction stud of second of two 
Smartflanges I was installing.

Zero viz, middle of January 06', hot 
water machine broken. I installed the first 
one lickety split. Super Rog, exuding 
confidence and superior skills, came out to 
warm up in the engine room while the 
second flange was set up. All i could think 
about was how cold I was and how fast I 
could get that sucker on and get warm. I got 
back in, started to slide it on, boat took a 
swell.. mind was elsewhere and BAM felt 
pressure on my thumb heard/felt a grinding 
noise/sensation and thought it popped off. I 
didn't move my hand down the pipe as the 

flange slid on.  It was partially on the pipe and when the boat pitched, the flange cantilevered 
the ass-end down (stud end) right onto my lucky thumb! 

Fortunately my hands were so numb i didn't feel a thing for about and hour after I 
surfaced.  It was an extremely valuable lesson for me. I am not bulletproof anymore nor am I 
beyond reproach.
– R Cook

Burning:
There we were making gas dive after gas dive burning box after box of Brocos cutting up 

a bent and twisted pile of drilling derrick. The diver had rigged up to a big pile of I-beam and 
angle iron and was cutting it free of bottom.

"Up on the load,”
Burn burn burn...
“Up on the load,”
Burn burn burn...
“OK get up on the load. It's free to the surface.“
The diver returns to the class II bell to watch the load come up and as it clears bottom, I 

see [on the video] what looks like a huge (20 to 30 ft) cloud coming up under this pile of scrap. 
No shit, this was all the gas trapped in the scrap pile!

The diver asks me, "What the hell is that?”
I respond knowingly, "The bomb you were building.”
I never would have thought that could happen. Might want to put this one out there: How 

do you burn a vent hole in a pile of scrap (crap).
Answer: We should/will be shaking the load with the crane after burning for a while. Up 

on the load one time hard! That's all I can think of.
– Jay Osee, Dive Supervisor

De-rigging:
So it was the middle of winter and we were setting two hundred foot sticks of 10” pipe 

from a D/B one day. Suprisingly enough we were real pressed for time by the company man (It 
might have had something to do with the weeks we spent riding back and forth to the sea buoy, 
or maybe we were just slow, I don't know.)  We were using a monster of a spreader bar that was 
about 150' long and heavy as a medium sized crew boat. The weather was tricky, somewhere 
around the 8'-10 'range with a nice bite on the down stroke. We were settled in pretty good with 



Inspection:
         This happened oh about 7 years ago. The company I was working for 
at the time was contracted to inspect a collapsed pier. Basically a large 
section of the pier had collapsed during a bad storm here in New York. 
Myself and 2 other divers on surface supplied Kirby's 17,  went in with 
lights and cameras to photograph and record so that investigators and 
engineers could establish why this happened,  The pier was divided up 
into 3 sections and while I was under my section, part of the concrete slab 
shifted about 2 feet and my knee was speared  by rebarb.
         It entered through the side of my knee and came out the front. I was 
told that the other divers had to follow my dive hose to find me and cut me 
out with a hack saw.

When I woke up I was being air lifted to a hospital. After 4 surgeries and a lot of physical 
therapy, I was able to get off my ass and back in the water.
– J Moskowitz
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Got a near miss or a direct hit you want to share out with others in the biz? Knowledge is power, my 
brothers. Send it in and when there’s enough for another section like this, you’ll see it here.

Email brasshat@offshorediver.com

all eight hooks out and a nice little patch of water on the lee side to work in, but it was still 
grumpy and bumpy on bottom and everybody was real nervous, especially the crane operator . 
The riggers had welded tuggers fore and aft that we rigged to the ends of the spreader to keep it 
in line, but most of the time it still bucked around like a green mule on steroids.  What made it 
even more fun was the 9' ditch near the tie in and a bad indicator on a valve that almost cost 
some lives when we pulled the blind flange, but that's another story for another day. 

It was my turn to de-rig the spreader bar and unfortunately I hadn't noticed that the last 
spool had gone in the water in a hurry and hadn't been rigged up to the tuggers. So I get to 
bottom, see that the straps from the spreader to the pipe are stretched tight as guitar strings 
and the bar is in the mud parallel to the pipeline on the outboard side. I decided to get 
the crane to boom up a little and bump 
up on the load to try and slide the 
monster spreader back toward the pipe 
and pull out a little slack. Right about the 
time the crane takes the load and breaks 
mud a nice little swell snatches the bar 
up off bottom, spins it sideways and 
slams it down on the pipe. I couldn't see 
anything, but I heard it hit like a bomb 
had gone off and I back peddled like 
lobster at dinnertime yelling 'DOWN ON 
THE LOAD, DOWN ON THE LOAD!'  

Once the crane was slack I went 
back to the pipe and found the spreader laid across it at a 45 about three feet from where I'd 
been. A few feet closer and I'd have had forty tons of metal on the back of my head pinching it on 
the pipe.  It was a damn near miss I'll never forget and it could have easily been prevented. If I'd 
only thought about the tuggers or the weather or the angle of the dangle of the crane a little 
more instead of just getting tunnel vision and trying to get things done quickly it probably would 
have gone a little smoother.
– J Fesmire

J Fesmire, Letter to the editor

“The majority of guys like hearing about
how you almost died so they don't
have to make the same mistake.”



Many of you know I refused to take the ADCI 
Supervisor test until they published a Tutorial. Well 
they did and I have taken my Bell/Saturation Dive 
Supervisor Tests and yes I did pass. I'm told by those 
that have taken the IMCA test as well, that they take a 
similar tact as to what they are looking for. In talking 
with several other Supervisors, they felt about like I 
did, the test is heavy on Physics and the like and short 
on the work side.

I had discussed this will Phil Newsum and told 
him I would recommend some changes in questions.  
After having thought on it for a while I don't believe the 
ADCI can write a test that will cover every company’s 
needs. What can be done is all ADCI member 
companies each have their own Supervisor’s training 
and testing based on their own company’s Operations 
Manual and the Dive Tables they use. This would be 
taken prior to the ADCI Supervisor test and anytime a 
Supervisor changed companies.  Just a little note to 
the dive companies here. I believe writing your 
Operation Manual to suit the lawyers and the Oil 

ADCI Supervisors Test and More
By John Carl Roat

Godspeed our brother Steve Acton. The only thing we can do for him is help his 
family and get involved in making this a safer better business. The time for bad mouthing is 
well past. The opportunities are there, get involved.
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companies is a safety issue.  Quit writing all the cover, 
thy ass BS, make them about how you operate.

Well, the feast is past and we are all back to 
bidding jobs. I have just a couple comments on things I 
am hearing people say.  There has been a lot of bad 
mouthing of the South African Divers. My experience 
of the 60 or 70 SA Divers I've worked with has been: At 
the least, good divers and all but one carried their load.  
If anything I would grade them on the average as 
better then most and several as good as you will find 
underwater.  Could be those doing the bad mouthing 
feel threatened in their abilities.  

Time to quit all the bad mouthing of the ADCI.  
Believe it or not, the best friend, next to your lady, the 
working diver/tender has right now is the ADCI. For 
those that don't know, the sorely needed revision of 
The ADCI Consensus Standards is well underway. 
There are many people working hard to make them a 
viable guideline. We all need to thank those who have 
been frustrated over the years for staying with it and 
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Born 11/16/42.
Currently a working Diver and 

saturation supervisor. Member of
 Underwater Demolition Teams 21,  UDT 11 and SEAL Team 1. Went to work for Taylor Diving and 

Salvage at the end of 1969 as a tender and broke out with them in 1970. Also worked for Sub Sea, 
Comex, J. Ray McDermott, Tennessee Valley Authority, Global, Martech, Offshore Petroleum Divers,

 Cal Dive, and many other, smaller, companies. Taught rigging, open tanks, harbor and burning at the 
College of Oceaneering. Authored “Oxy-Arc Underwater Burning Class”, a 90-minute training video and 

manual, for Oceans Technology. When John is not offshore or terrorizing the office, he likes to do PT. 
Definitely an acquired taste, and some would say twisted; but this is one old diver that knows the 

business of diving inside-out. Comments are invited and will be posted on offshorediver.com
along with this column.  Email theroatdeal@yahoo.com

making good things happen.  We are not all going to 
get what we want, but I believe because of these 
people’s effort we will have a safer/better business.

If you're interested, and I believe you should 
be, get involved. If for no other reason then what 
comes next; the even more necessary revision of the 
Coast Guard CFR's!  These are law, not suggestions 
or non-enforceable agreements. I don't know how 
many of you have read the current Coast Guard CFR's 
but they are lacking in many areas. Two that I believe 
to be the most important areas follow:

1) No one but the Dive Supervisor is held 
responsible for anything in the current CFR's.  Don't 
get me wrong; the dive supervisor needs to be held 
responsible but so do the job Superintendent and 
Project Mangers for both the Diving Contractor and the 
Company contracting the job. The Contracting 
Company and the Dive Contractor need to be subject 
to heavy fines. In case of gross negligence there 
should be the possibility of jail time for the Dive 
Supervisor/s, Superintendent, and Project Managers.  
Time for the Coast Guard to put some teeth in their 
CFR's

2) The Coast Guard has no CFR's that cover 
Oxy Arc Underwater Burning, none. I love the tool, but 
guys, it has killed 30 divers and been the main 
contributing factor in 600 serious incidents in the last 
30 years. These have been documented in a report by 
Mr. Andrew Pettitt.  Mr. Pettitt’s report will be going to 
the MMS, Coast Guard, US and Brit Navy, HSE and 
the like. I hope this magazine will also publish a copy of 
Andrew's report. This is why I have called for scientific 
testing of the rods and equipment. I would think the 
Coast Guard should want this done before they 

publish any CFR dealing with underwater burning.  I, 
like many others, think I know how to prevent these 
needless deaths and incidents. The problem is no one 
has ever tested any rod other then the Swordfish with 
current science. Let alone the burning torches or the 
AC/DC converter welding machines many of you burn 
with on a day to day basis.  Call up Blue Max or Lincoln 
Welding and ask them if you can use their converters 
underwater.  I think you will find they will not co-sign 
the idea.

For the first time in my diving career, a diver's 
suggestion on how to make this a better business is 
welcome.  There are many changes getting ready to 
happen on how we do our work; be a part of making 
them for the good.

I want to personally thank Dr. Joe Serio for all 
the time he has given me and others over the years. I 
believe I received my first diving physical from him at 
Taylor around 1970 or 71. I'm not just talking physicals 
but the time he would take to explain a question or go 
out of his way for many of us in this industry.  I received 
his help, I didn't ask and he would take nothing but 
thank you: I was in Plaquemines Parish Prison for 
things I didn't do, at least that time. Since my wife and I 
where separated I had just planned to let them feed 
me, do my workout, and wait them out. Looking back 
on it now it was not a bright idea. Dr. Joe had me bailed 
out, got my van out of impound, and had the bogus 
charge dropped.

Thanks for everything Dr. Joe. When you 
decide to take off  you will be missed.       – JCR

Burning class at Epic Divers. Roat photo.
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Another Seal Tale

Of course everyone knows we are all 
hero's who used to chew on iron and rip trees 
out of the ground with our bare hands before 
we became divers, but this whole Navy Seal 
thing is getting a little bit out of control.  I 
remember one big fella who was about 7 feet 
tall and wide as a barn door.   He stepped off 
the crew basket talking about how he was 
leader of a man eating , gut slitting, blood 
drinking  Seal team for 8 years.  He 
had scars all over him that looked like 
bullet holes and had a real hardcore 
prick attitude so our crew had no 
choice but to believe him.   He had 
hokey stories about killing natives with 
his bare hands, gun fights with Arabs 
on the beaches around the Persian 
Gulf, dragging all his boys miles and 
miles through swamplands and 
deserts to safety, yada yada.  He was 
quick to say that he was the man 
because he ordered his superiors to 
stash a case of beer in the zodiac for 
his team after every mission.  We're 
talking a real american hero.  With all 
this jaw work his credibility on our job 
started out semi- rock solid.  No one 
likes to admit it, but we all love a good 
blowhard.  Unfortunately for him this all 
changed once it was time to go to work.

The sup had run off to play thumbs 
with the company man leaving us with the 
task of locating a baby pipeline 10 feet in front 
of the liftboat in about 60' of water,  tying a 
downline to it, and rigging up a couple of lift 
bags.  It was one of those float and drag 
recycle jobs that have become so popular as 
of late.  It was my turn to run the radio so I 
decided to put our man into action.

We all watched as he hatted up with no 
neck dam (classic Seal move), got laughed at 
by the tenders as they fixed him up right, and 
climbed slowly and shakily down the ladder to 
the water.  After 10 minutes or so he made it 
to bottom and wandered around for a half an 
hour back and forth across the unburied 
pipeline while I used all my concentration to 
coordinate my bearings and the tenders 
bubble reading skills to get the diver  where 
he needed to be.   Once our man finally had 

iron in hand he tied off the downline with 
some sort of famous assassin knot and 
began to climb for the liftbag, really putting 
the project in overdrive. 
  To be honest 'green' doesn't even come 
close to describing my supervising abilities.   
I was so busy talking trash and making duct 
tape boobies to stick to the other diver in the 
shack that I missed our hero mumbling on the 
radio “I'm spent.”

Knotty Nots
From S Pfaff

An old, retired barge captain was sitting on his 
porch, drinking beer and reminiscing about his days in the 
Gulf.  He decided to take a walk down along the docks so he 
grabbed his hat and another beer and headed for the river.  

He was walking along looking at the boats and came 
upon two ladies of the evening.  He got into a conversation 
with them and ended up back at home in bed with one of 
them.

He asked her, "How am I doing?”
She replied, "Captain, you are cruising along at 

about three knots". 
He said, "Three knots?  Whatta ya mean three 

knots?”
She said, "Captain, you are NOT in, you are NOT 

hard, and you are NOT getting your money back!!!"

“YOUR BENT?” I said with my ears 
suddenly popping up like a rabbit.  

“SPENT,” he said, “My arms can 
barely hold me.” 

“WHAT?” I said, hearing the raw 
tremble of panic in his voice.

“I can't hold on, my arms are 
cramping.  I can't breathe.  I'm done.”

I could feel the employee of the day 
award quickly slipping from my grasp, so I 
went ahead with a solid judgement call.

“Well then come the f###  up.” I told 
him.

 He made it to the ladder and informed 
us that he was too weak to climb up.  I thought 
the dude was having a stroke or something.  I 
told him to just hang out at the bottom, catch 
his breath, and try to get his strength back.  A 
few seconds later I see a tender freakin' out 
trying to get my attention.  Apparently 
aquaman was holding onto the bottom of the 
ladder with his head out of the water 
uncamming his hat.  Luckily this information 
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did not make it to the shack until later 
because I probably would have had a panic 
attack.  We never did figure out why he was 
trying to get his hat off.  Thank God he was 
unsuccessful.  After a few minutes of stroking 
him over the radio he finally climbed back on 
deck and fell over.   I guess he really was 
spent.

He ended up being fine, but all we 
could get out of him was that he hadn't had 
much sleep lately.  You can probably guess 
that this was the beginning of the end for the 
guy as far as his big time seal credibility was 
concerned.  As if that wasn't enough to flush 
his rep,  it really got shit-canned the next day 
when he couldn't swim over to a platform 
twenty feet away in zero current with a PFD 
on.  Some Seal.
J Fesmire

No Shit, There I Was...
...working a sat job on a big semi-

submersible on another glorious day of living 
the dream. We were bringing up the bell, 
when the overwhelming smell of shit hit us. 
We looked around at each other, thinking that 
surely they would not be dumping the shit 
tanks NOW! The smell got worse as the bell 
broke surface and started coming closer to 
us. We braced ourselves for the worst, and 
sure enough, it was COVERED in toilet paper 
and turds! The bell screeched to a halt in front 
of our astonished faces, and we watched as 
handful-sized lumps of turd plopped off the 
bell and splatted onto the deck below. Toilet 
paper hung from the corners, and turds filled 
the hollows....and the SMELL, my God! We 
did our best to spray off the bell, but even with 
a whole bottle of Dawn, all we really managed 
to do was transfer the turds from the bell to 
the deck, where they promptly wedged 
themselves into corners and chains, and 
refused to come out. The water hose wouldnt 
budge them, and there was no way anyone 
wanted to get in there and scrub it out!

Our poor red hat knelt in all that shit to 
check the comms... what a champ... what a 
stinky, stinky champ. 

We told the supervisor what was going 
on, and he promptly spit out his lunch and 
snatched up the phone, and started yelling at 

the engine room guys, who of course denied 
all knowledge...

We did the fastest turn-around you 
have ever seen, and sent the bell back down 
with brown rivers of shit still streaming from 
the top (the only place we couldn’t reach). 

So no shit, there I was....
R Gause

Just Another Betty Story
The deck kept telling me to keep this 

guy busy; we do not want your Betty on the 
back deck.  Well, there are only so many 
times you can paint a chamber, then paint just 
starts to never dry.  Tool shed spotless and 
painted tools away and lubed.  Every hot 
H2O suit repaired and sewn up.  All Betty 
duties complete. He made his way out to the 
back deck.  Not more than 15 minutes later I 
am being screamed at over the radio, “Get 
that M F Betty off the back deck now”.   I 
inquired as to why the answer even shocked 
me.  “That M F Betty of yours just ran through 
the middle of a picked up, swinging in the air, 
on the frame SUB-MAR Mat.  Yep, when later 
questioned why, he answered” I just wanted 
to see if I could make it all the way through”.  
OH SWEET MOTHER OF ALL MORONS!

Want to know how many hours you 
can have a Betty with a five gallon bucket try 
and fill the moon pool?
 Yes, Hours! Five hours and twenty-
three minutes, that is until the sat tech starts 
questioning him on his activity.  Oh well, I 
thought, it was entertaining. But the sat tech 
one upped me.  Yes, he told the Betty that he 
could help him out filling up the hole through 
the boat.

Yep, the sat tech helped him put the 
diaphragm pump set-up all together.  
Showed him how to throttle the flow up and 
down with the level of the moon pool water 
rise and fall with the wave action.  The Betty 
was very excited about not throwing the 
bucket over board picking it up, carrying the 
full bucket across the deck and dumping it in 
the moon pool.  When the pump started up 
that ever famous sound; kacha, kacha, 
kacha, hiss, everyone from the deck came 
over to see what was going on.  The sat tech 

Continued...



A couple more Diver excuses heard by the office 
types came in from T Felts, Ops.:

      “I must be going blind because I can’t see coming in”
- and -

      “I’m too sick to go offshore.”
      “You don’t sound sick.”
      “I’m doing my sister, is that sick enough for you?”

      What we’re looking for here are the funniest excuses 
for not going offshore. NOT the good, functional ones. Hell 
no hands, them’s secret. Not looking to let any cats out of 
any bags, here, just get a laugh or two. So, office people, 
what’cha hear?                     brasshat@offshorediver.com

informed them of what the Betty was doing and they 
congratulated him on the great job of filling the hole 
that went through the vessel and to keep up the great 
job.  I bet you are wondering how long he worked that 
pump for...

Four days, 12 hours a day, with everyone 
patting him on the back for a job well done.  I can still 
hear that pump idling up when the boat rocked to one 
side and down when it rocked the opposite direction.  
To and Fro and To and Fro.  It only ended because we 
were heading into the dock.

We gave him the envelopes and sent him to 
the bow to watch for the mail bouy.
From S Terry, LSS

Sea Stories
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News items may be submitted by email to brasshat@offshorediver.com

Kickady Scuba, 
only Texas dealer, is up to speed. Says owner: “We have 
just gotten caught up with a rush of hats. We have a 
hotshot to the docks if any hats need to be picked up. We 
take pride in our work, and every hat is dove in our 
65,000 gallon Saline pool. Photos & documentation are 
kept here. A copy is made for customer with an 
inspection cerificate and sticker. We will fax the 

certificate to the Diver’s company if 
needed. All clean hats receive a 

discount. We take apart and clean 
all the parts and try and use all 

the existing parts to save the 
Diver money.  We have had 

some calls requesting 
us to [scuba] certify 

C o m m e r c i a l  
D i v e r s ’  

significant 

KMDSI’s new Texas service center and others, so we are offering 20% discount off classes for 
commercial Diver’s families. Nothing wrong with Jimmy 
Buffet, sand between your toes, and an ice cold one on 
your down time. Regardless, we can`t deny we’re still 
oilfield trash!” (281) 363-3764 in Spring, TX.
 

The J & J Diving Company is doing the 3rd party diving 
and subsea project management from 0’ to 300’ for 
International Offshore Services on two of their barges: 
The derrick barge IOS 800, a 300’ x 100’ x 18.5’ barge 
with an 800 ton A-frame on the stern and two 120 ton 
revolvers on the bow will be used for platform removal, 
salvage operations, and platform installations; and the 
llay barge IOS PIPELINER, 250’ x 72’. The IOS 800 is 
shown on this page. (504) 365-0393
 

 
Brand new dive contractor BlackWater Diving, LLC 
based in Amelia, LA. opened it’s doors in September. 
The company is owned and managed by a pair of long 

time GOM hands. BlackWater intends to focus on the 
shallow water call-out diving market and already 

has a few crews at work. 1-866-520-DIVE

www.kickadyscuba.com

www.jandjdivingcompany.com

info@blackwaterdiv.com

J Gillespie photo



The components of the system are:
DDC is the main living quarters for the divers when under pressure at the storage depth. There is a daily need for 
items to be sent in and out. This is done with the Medical Lock (ML). These items include meals, linens, drinking 
water, other personal items, and sometimes  diving gear. The ML operation is controlled by the LST.  Since the gas 
to blow the ML down to depth comes from the DDC, the LST can make up for any gas loss. This is very important 
as med-lock runs can be numerous at times and if the system is deep can be a loss of 2fsw or more per run. Policy 
is to not let the storage depth vary any more then +/- 5fsw. So you can see 3 ML runs at a deep depth can put you 
out of this range.

Transfer Lock, Transfer Under Pressure, or Wet Pot (TL/TUP) is where the bathroom facility is in the system. It 
is also where the bell mates to the system. Toilet flushes and bilge/sump are only two areas to be aware of while 
personnel are in this tankage. The big worry is locking the bell on and off. The area of possible catastrophic failure 
is large. Leak checks are done on the hatches as the bell departs. When the bell returns and is re-mated to the 
system, leak checks are done again while pressurizing the trunk (mating surface) and before the divers are 
instructed to open their hatch and transfer back to the system from the bell.

Hyperbaric Rescue Chamber or Vehicle (HRC/HRV) is a floatable, detachable, self dependent system to 
support the divers if they need to depart the system and detach from the facility they are on due to circumstance 
that may endanger their lives, ie; vessel sinking, on fire, etc. The HRC can be placed on another vessel or 
launched in the sea to get the divers out of harms way. It is pressurized to the storage depth of the system. Usually 
equipped with an emergency radio beacon (E.P.I.R.B.).

Submersible Deck Chamber (SDC) is the dive bell; the mode of transportation to and from the work site.

Sat Control or Sat Van controls the daily operations of the system and job. This is where the main gases and 
radios are for the saturation system, along with the monitoring  equipment: O2 analyzers, CO2 analyzers, video, 
and depth gauges. Whips and tubing connect sat control to each of the separate chambers. These lines carry 
make-up gases to the system and also allow for sampling the breathing mix inside, push depth gauges in the 
control van, and exhaust the system. The most commonly used gases are 
He and O2. These gasses are going to and from panels in sat control. 

The Panels can be overwhelming for someone who has never seen one. 
These consoles can be broken down into sections. The two major panels are 
the Chamber Panels and the SDC Panel. The Dive Supervisor operates 
everything for the SDC. The LST breakdown involves the DDC, the Transfer 
Lock, and Hyperbaric Rescue Chamber. These are the main systems 
monitored. Note: Not all systems are alike.

Te
rr

y Basic Saturation
By Sabrina Terry

I was once told, “A trained monkey with a calculator can do your job.” Upon hearing this I 
put my calculator in the Diving Supervisor's hand and said, “Have at it, 'cause I trained you.”

Actually, he was partially right. Just taking a reading and writing it down is simple. It's 
everything in between that means life support, and that's what this article is going to be about. 
This is just a primer. Reading it won't make you an LST, but it will make you a smarter monkey. 
We will be preparing for a job in 760 fsw, but before we get started, here's a few definitions you 
will need to know if this is going to make sense:

Personnel that use and operate the system are:
Saturation Dive Superintendent is the ultimate go-to man.
Saturation Dive Supervisor or Bell Panel Operator (BPO) monitors the SDC and runs the lockouts.
Life Support Technician (LST) monitors the saturation system. Me.
Saturation Technician (Sat Tech) maintains the saturation system.
Saturation Divers (DVR) the ones under pressure.
Sat Betty is a tender who works mostly for the LST and takes care of menus, meals, wetsuits, and anything else I 

Continued...
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Sabrina Terry came to the oilfield in 1995 as a Tender right out of dive school. She tended, broke out as a 
Diver, and dove until 1999 when she decided to become an LST. Since then she has amassed

over 40,000 hours of panel time. She’s an LSS - that’s right; Life Support Superintendent.
Not too may of those running around.

Got skills? Want to write? Make a few bucks.
Visit www.offshorediver.com/odm and click on the Writer’s Guidelines link.

Global Divers and Salvage Sat II
L Pierre photo
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Main Gas this major panel is the incoming gases that 
feed the other panels. It shows the pressures and 
regulates the incoming high pressure gasses down to 
low pressure. Without this panel the rest do not work. 
Caution should be used when opening the valves to fill 
lines with high pressure as you do not want to shock the 
whips/tubing. Open slowly and leak check at intervals.

Sample Panels connect to the various locations that 
deal with anything the saturation divers will be breathing. 
They tie into the Oxygen (O2) analyzers and Carbon 
Dioxide (CO2) analyzers. The analyzers are calibrated 
with a zero gas and then a known gas containing a 
specific O2% or CO2% or known parts per million (ppm).

HCU and ECU are the Habitat Control Unit and the 
Environmental Control Unit. The HCU is inside the DDC 
and is responsible for regulating the internal 
temperature, humidity, and CO2 scrubbing. The ECU is 
outside the DDC and takes care of heating and cooling 
through the primary and secondary tubing via water 
heater and A/C.  

Tube Trailers are large skid mounted HP flasks. They 
are usually rented and are supplied pressured up with 
pure HE or a mix specified by the customer (us).  The 
customer buys the contents of the tube trailer and, in the 
case of pure HE, gets a credit for the unused volume of 
gas remaining when the tube is returned. Tubes are 
never pulled to 0 psi unless you vent to the surface. It 
cost loads of money to have rental tubes 
decontaminated from doing this. Try to avoid it.

Some other terms you'll need to know are:
Storage Depth is the depth which the DDC is 
pressurized at (blown down to) for the duration of the job.
D-Sat is the process of decompressing the DDC and the 
divers back to the surface. It can take days.
DOBD is the depth of blow down expressed in FSW.
PPO2 is the partial pressure of the oxygen portion of the 
system's environment.
PPCO2 is the partial pressure of carbon dioxide portion 

of the system’s environment. Diver’s exhalations.
SCF is the equivalent measure of breathing gas 
consumption at depth expressed as Standard Cubic 
Feet. You may recall Surface Cubic Feet from dive 
school; same thing.
SCF/PSI is a measure of volume and pressure 
combined. This is a ratio.
FSW is feet of salt water.
FV is the floodable volume of the entire system in cubic 
feet. Also called water volume.

Now that you know what everything is called, we 
can get the job rolling. Here is how it typically goes: We 
are getting ready for a 760 fsw job. System requirements 
for this depth have been previously set up and reference 
guides established. The system has been at this depth 
on numerous occasions. It has a floodable volume of 
1300 cf. There are several things you need to know 
before you begin pressing the system and the divers to 
depth. One is the rate of compression. Here is a chart 
such as you might find in your company sat guidelines:

Okay, now you have your compression rates. 
You can see that as depth increases, the rate of 
compression decreases. This is mostly for the comfort of 
the occupants and to avoid stressing the HCU. At this 
point you speak to the Superintendent and request a 
designated storage depth. He says store the system at 
700 fsw and make that the SDC depth as well. But for 
work on bottom, that's almost a two atmosphere 
downward excursion; why so much? We will be 
removing something that is 37 feet above natural bottom 
and do not need to have the SDC entangled with it at that 
depth.

Moving on to setting up the press: The divers are 
getting their pre-neuros and filling out their gear sheets. 
The Sat Betty is going offshore for the first time (typical 
scenario). We're running through analyzer calibrations, 
checking gas set-up, going through inventory. The pure 
HE hasn't made it to the dock yet, and the 
superintendent wants to know how soon we will need it 
once we begin the press. We already have a tube trailer 
of 2% HEO2 on board which we will be using, so let's do 
some math and answer his question.

Our company's sat protocols call for holds at 
200 fsw and 500 fsw during system compression for a 
run to this depth. Using the compression rate chart and 
adding in the holds, we can figure it should take at least 9 
hours 55 minutes to press the system to depth. Our 
company protocols also require a ppo2 between .38 to 
.48 in the living quarters. With the 2% we already have 
and the normal 21% O2 air already in the system when 
we start, we can press the system to 200 fsw and 

Example chart

0- 50 fsw
50 - 200 fsw

200 - 500 fsw
500 - 1000 fsw

0.5 - 10 fsw per minute
0.5 - 5 fsw per minute
0.5 - 3 fsw per minute
0.5 - 2 fsw per minute

Compression RatesDepth Range

Hyperbaric Rescue Chamber 
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maintain a .38 ppo2 for the hold at that depth. After the hold, how much 
deeper can we go using the 2% and still stay within the allowable ppo2 
range?

Desired ppo2 minus actual ppo2, divided by %O2 in press gas and 
multiplied by 33 equals fsw to add with press gas:

        ppo2 desired - ppo2 actual                 .48 - .38
        ————————————  x  33  =  ————  x  33  =  165 fsw
        % of O2 in mix (in decimal)                    .02

And we double check our math by reversing the formula and doing 
it again. Depth of increase (fsw) multiplied by decimal percent of mix and 
divided by 33 equals the increase of ppo2:

 Depth of increase x % mix      165 x .02        3.3
 ———————————–  =  ––––––––  =  –––   =  .10 increase in ppo2
                   33                                33             33
 

And of course, .38 + .10 = .48 ppo2, which is the upper end of the 
allowable range of ppo2 and exactly the number we are aiming for.

So, when we leave the 200 fsw hold, we can continue pressing 
the system with the 2% mix for another 165 fsw. That will take it to 365 
fsw and bring the ppo2 up to .48, the maximum allowed. Now we go 
back to the compression rate chart and we can figure out that it will take 
us approximately 3 hours and 35 minutes to get to 365 fsw at the max 
compression rate. And that answers the superintendent's question. 

We know he's also going to ask how much of the 2% will be used, 
and how much pure HE we'll need to blow down the system. Additionally, we 
need to calculate the gas requirements for our emergency reserves, bailout 
bottles, HRC bottles, SDC bottles, BIBS mix, and Diver's mixes 1 and 2, but 
for this article on basic saturation we're only going to calculate the use of the 
2% mix and pure HE for the blow down. By the way, you can use any mix you 
like – whatever's handy – but richer mixes will, of course, not get you as 
deep as leaner ones. The first formula mentioned above is also the one you 
would use to enrich the bell atmosphere and the working diver's mix. Many 
of the formulas we use have more than one use. Just quickly, for example, to 
take the bell from a .45 ppo2 to a .50 ppo2 by adding O2, it would be:

                  ppo2 desired - ppo2 actual
                  ————————————  x  33  =  DOBD on O2
                  % of O2 in mix (in decimal)

                  .50 - .45
                  –––––––  x  33  =  1.65 fsw to press with 100% O2
                     1.00

Got it? I hope so, because we're moving on.

The initial press will be on air. It's not far, but it will get the ppo2 
up enough that we can press down to the 200 fsw hold on the 2% mix 
without causing hypoxia in the divers and the boosted nitrogen level will 
also help prevent HPNS. The next formula is used for calculating blow 
down with two different mixes. We'll use it here to work out how much air 
we can add to the system without exceeding the upper limit for ppo2.

Terry

This material is presented to illustrate the duties and scope of responsibility of a Life Support 
Technician in support of a saturation mission. It is not intended to serve as LST training on the 
cheap. Your company will have its own charts, tables, procedures, protocols, and training 
program. Like the panels in a sat van, they are usually different from place to place; although 
the physics are the same.

Continued...



Current ppo2 – ppo2 of air = ppo2 added to system:

.40 - .21 = .19 ppo2 added to system

   (3300 X ppo2 added) – (storage depth fsw x %weak mix)
   —————————————————————————  =  DOBD air
          % rich mix - % weak mix (use whole numbers)

            (3300 x .19) – (200 x 2)
            ——————————–  =  11.947 fsw  =  12 fsw press with air
                           21 - 2

3300 is a numeric constant which has to be used since % rich mix 
and % weak mix are expressed as whole numbers.  You probably noticed 
the .40 I used for the current ppo2. Using .40 is more realistic than running 
the math with .38 or .48 since those are our limits and the system ppo2 is 
normally somewhere between them.

Therefore, we are going to press the system 12 fsw with the dive 
compressors before we begin using the 2%. To figure out the amount of 2% 
we'll need after that, remember FV of the system was 1300 cf, we do this:

(Desired depth  –  Current depth)  /  33  +  1  x  FV  =  scf 2% 

(365  –  12)  /  33  +  1  x  1300  =  scf  2%

353  /  33  +  1  x  1300  =  scf 2%

11.6969696 ata  x  1300  =  15,206.06 scf of 2% will be used

And to figure the amount of HE we're going to need, we do this:

Storage depth  –  DOBD air  /  33  +  1  x FV  =  scf total

(700  –  12)  /  33  +  1  x  1300  =  scf total

688  /  33  +  1  x  1300  =  scf total

21.848484 ata  x  1300  =  28,403.03 scf total gas usage
                                                                          (not the HE alone)

Since this is the total volume of gas necessary to get the system to 
700 fsw, and since the first 365 feet was done on air and the 2% mix, we now 
need to subtract to get the HE usage:

28403.03 (scf total)  –  15,206.06 (scf 2%)  =  13,196.97 scf HE

There it is. Tell the superintendent he's got 3 hours and 35 minutes 
from the time we begin blowing down the system until he absolutely needs 
the pure, and mention that we'll be using 15,206 scf of the 2% and 13,197 
scf of the HE 'cause he's gonna ask anyway. 

But we're not done yet. We know how much gas we're going to 
need.  And we know it comes in tube trailers. How much gas comes in a 
tube, and how many tubes will we need?

The way to figure out the gas usage is by using scf/psi. This is not 
how it's done on the ADCI supervisor's test. That test uses the Navy formula 
which takes into account the entire volume of the gas supply and does not 
work for us because we work with atm or psig.

Terry



Here’s how to calculate that:

A standard truck 8 tube comes with 55,000 cf of gas and has a total floodable 
volume (FV) of 327 cf. 

Total tube trailer FV of 327 cf  ÷  8 tubes  =  40.875 FV for 1 tube

                                                           FV
—––  =  atm

                                                          14.7

40.875  ÷  14.7  =  2.78 atm per tube

Total tube trailer cf of 55,000  ÷  8 tubes  =  6,875 scf for 1 tube
 

6,875  ÷  2.78  =  2,473 usable scf/psi per tube

For our storage depth of 700 fsw, we calculate the ambient pressure to be 311.5 
psi (700 fsw x .445). This is the unusable pressure in the tubes because at that point they 
will be equalized with the stored system. We’ll need to know this later in order to figure 
out just how much of each tube is going to be available to us. Right now we need to figure 
out how many tubes we’ll need. For our standard 8 tube truck trailers, it's going to be this:

2%  =  15,206.06 scf  ÷  2.78  =  5,469.81 scf/psi

He  =  13,196.97 scf  ÷  2.78  =  4747.11 scf/psi

Since scf/psi is a measure of volume and since we calculated the usable scf/psi 
per tube to be 2473 scf/psi, looking at the numbers we just got for the 2% and the HE, we 
can see that we will need at least two tubes of HE and three tubes of 2% to blow down the 
system to our storage depth.

All this math gets us to where we are ready to actually press the system. And 
that's enough for now. In future articles, we're going to go over pressing the system to 
depth, BIBS (built in breathing system), a bell run, a few emergency scenarios, everyday 
concerns and duties of the LST, and de-satting the divers after the job. And of course 
there's math to do for almost all of it.
                                                                                           – S Terry

Terry

The auther at the Global Pioneer 1503 LST Console
Terry photo

Global Pioneer 1503 Bell Console
Terry photo

Tube trailer info comes from 
Praxair. This chart also 
includes the weight, sizes, and 
various cylinder packs. You 
c a n  d o w n l o a d  i t  a t  
www.praxair.com

DSV American Constitution 
Sat III LST console
Terry photo

DSV Sea Lion LST console
Terry photo
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2" 3" 4" 6" 8" 10" 12" 14" 16" 18" 20" 24"
Quantity 4 4 8 8 8 12 12 12 16 16 20 20

Diameter 5/8 5/8 5/8 3/4 3/4 7/8 7/8 1 1 1 1/8 1 1/8 1 1/4

Length 5 1/2 6 6 6 1/4 6 1/2 7 7 7 1/2 7 3/4 8 1/4 8 1/2 9 1/4

Nut 1 1/16 1 1/16 1 1/16 1 1/4 1 1/4 1 7/16 1 7/16 1 5/8 1 5/8 1 13/16 1 13/16 2

Quantity 8 8 8 12 12 16 16 20 20 24 24 24

Diameter 5/8 3/4 3/4 3/4 7/8 1 1 1/8 1 1/8 1 1/4 1 1/4 1 1/4 1 1/2

Length 6 6 3/4 7 7 1/2 8 8 3/4 9 1/4 9 1/2 10 10 1/4 10 3/4 12

Nut 1 1/16 1 1/4 1 1/4 1 1/4 1 7/16 1 5/8 1 13/16 1 13/16 2 2 2 2 3/8

Quantity 8 8 8 12 12 16 16 20 20 24 24 24

Diameter 5/8 3/4 7/8 7/8 1 1 1/8 1 1/4 1 1/4 1 3/8 1 3/8 1 1/2 1 3/4

Length 6 1/4 7 7 1/2 8 8 3/4 9 1/2 10 10 1/4 10 3/4 11 11 3/4 13

Nut 1 1/16 1 1/4 1 7/16 1 7/16 1 5/8 1 13/16 2 2 2 3/16 2 3/16 2 3/8 2 3/4

Quantity 8 8 8 12 12 16 20 20 20 20 24 24

Diameter 5/8 3/4 7/8 1 1 1/8 1 1/4 1 1/4 1 3/8 1 1/2 1 5/8 1 5/8 1 7/8

Length 6 1/4 7 7 3/4 8 3/4 9 3/4 10 1/2 10 3/4 11 1/4 12 12 3/4 13 1/2 15 1/4

Nut 1 1/16 1 1/4 1 7/16 1 5/8 1 13/16 2 2 2 3/16 2 3/8 2 9/16 2 9/16 2 15/16

Quantity 8 8 8 12 12 16 20 20 20 20 20 20

Diameter 7/8 7/8 1 1/8 1 1/8 1 3/8 1 3/8 1 3/8 1 1/2 1 5/8 1 7/8 2 2 1/2

Length 7 3/4 7 3/4 8 3/4 9 1/2 10 3/4 11 1/4 12 13 13 1/2 15 1/4 16 19 3/4

Nut 1 7/16 1 7/16 1 13/16 1 13/16 2 3/16 2 3/16 2 3/16 2 3/8 2 9/16 2 15/16 3 1/8 3 7/8

Quantity 8 8 8 12 12 12 16 16 16 16 16 16

Diameter 7/8 1 1/8 1 1/4 1 3/8 1 5/8 1 7/8 2 2 1/4 2 1/2 2 3/4 3 3 1/2

Length 7 3/4 9 9 3/4 12 1/4 13 3/4 15 1/2 17 1/4 18 3/4 20 1/2 22 1/2 24 1/4 27 1/2

Nut 1 7/16 1 5/8 2 2 3/16 2 9/16 2 15/16 3 1/8 3 1/2 3 7/8 4 1/4 4 5/8 5 3/8

Quantity 8 8 8 8 12 12 12

Diameter 1 1 1/4 1 1/2 2 2 2 1/2 2 3/4

Length 9 10 3/4 12 1/4 16 17 1/2 22 24

Nut 1 5/8 2 2 3/8 3 1/8 3 1/8 3 7/8 4 1/4
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ANSI Flange Stud and Nut Specification by Size & Series

Single Bend
1.  Obtain angles A & B
2.  Measure length  AB
3.  Calculate Angle C

C = 180 - (A + B)
4.  Convert A, B, & C to Radians

Ar = 3.14 / (180 x A)
Br = 3.14 / (180 x B)
Cr = 3.14 / (180 x C)

5.  Calculate leg lengths
 AC =  AB x SIN Br / SIN Cr
BC =  AB x SIN Ar / SIN Cr

Answers:  AC & BC are the distances from the existing flange faces to the working point (C). Angle C is 
the angle the elbow will have to make. Fabricators will have to subtract flange width and elbow radius 
from each leg length.

Double Bend - Continue from step 5 above
6.  Decide how long you want Leg AC1
7.  Decide what angle you want at C1
8.. Convert C1 to radians

C1r = 3.14 / (180 x C1)
9.  Calculate distance C to C1

CC1 = AC -  AC1
10.  Calculate angle C2

C2 = 360 - A - B - C1
11. Convert C2 to radians

C2r = 3.14 / (180 x C2)
12. Calculate distance C to C2

CC2 = CC1 / SIN C2r x SIN C1r
13. Calculate distance C1 to C2

C1C2 = CC1 / SIN C2r x SIN Cr
14. Calculate leg length BC2

 BC2 = BC - CC2
Answers: AC1 & BC2 are the leg lengths from the existing flange faces to working points C1 & C2. 
C1C2 is the distance between working points. Angles C1 & C2 are the angles the elbows will have to 
make. Fabricators will have to subtract flange width and elbow radius from AC1 & Bc2, and elbow 
radius from both ends of C1C2.

C1 C2

D

X

Z Bend - Start here
1.  Obtain angles A & D
2.  Measure length AD
3.  Decide how long you want Leg AB
4.  Decide what angle you want at B
5.  Convert A, B, and D to Radians

Ar = 3.14 / (180 x A)
Br = 3.14 / (180 x B)
Dr = 3.14 / 180 x D)

6.  Calculate angle C
C = A + B - D

7.  Convert C to radians
Cr = 3.14 / (180 x C)

8. Calculate length AX
AX = AB x SIN Br / SIN (Ar + Br)

9.  Calculate length BX
BX = AB x SIN Ar / SIN (Ar + Br)

10.  Calculate length DX
DX = AD - AX

11. Calculate length CX
CX = DX / SIN Cr x SIN Dr

12. Calculate length BC
BC = BX + CX

13. Calculate length CD
CD = DX / SIN Cr x SIN (Cr + Dr)

Answers: AB & CD are the leg lengths from the existing flange 
faces to working points B & C. BC is the distance between working 
points. Angles B & C are the angles the elbows will have to make. 
Fabricators will have to subtract flange width and elbow radius 
from AB & CD, and elbow radius from both ends of BC.

Pipeline Metrology:
This is the math for calculating spool piece size and angle if you don’t have software for it. Spool piece to be fabricated shown in red. Hard line measurement flange 

to flange, from top dead center of leading edges, shown in blue.  Angles A & B are read as offsets from 90 degrees if using jigs or are the measured angles between straight-line 
rope and line  AB if using rope and hand probes.



Weight of steel pipe
OD x Wall Thickness x Length x 10.8
Outside diameter & wall thickness in inches,
length in feet. Answer is weight in pounds.

Volume of a pipeline
Several steps are necessary.
In the procedure below, OD, WT, ID, RADIUS, and 
IDR2 are all in inches. LENGTH is in feet. FVFP, 
and FVP are in cubic feet.

1.  Measure outside diameter (OD) and wall
     thickness (WT).
2.  Multiply WT x 2 and subtract it from OD to
     get inside diameter (ID).
3.  Divide ID by 2 to get the radius of the
     internal diameter (RADIUS).
4.  Multiply RADIUS x RADIUS to get the
     square of the ID radius (IDR2).
5.  Add together the length of the pipeline + any
     risers + any spool pieces to get the total
     length (LENGTH).
6.  Multiply IDR2 x 3.14 and divide the answer
     by 144 to get the floodable volume per foot
     of pipe (FVFP).
7.  Multiply FVFP x LENGTH to get floodable
     volume in cubic feet of the entire pipeline
     (FVP). This is your answer.

Buoyancy of a pipeline
Volume  x 64 - Weight
Volume in cubic feet, weight in pounds.
Answer is lift in pounds.
For fresh water, use 62.4 instead of 64.

Temperature Conversion
Fahrenheit = (9/5 x C) + 32
Celsius = (F - 32) x 5/9
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Treatment Table 6
As per the US Navy Diver’s Handbook, revision September 1995. 

Descent rate is 25 ft/min.
Time at 60 feet begins on arrival at 60 feet.
If oxygen breathing must be interrupted because of CNS Oxygen Toxicity, allow 15 minutes

after the reaction has entirely subsided and resume schedule at point of interruption.
Table 6 can be lengthened up to two additional 25-minute periods at 60 feet (20 minutes on

O2 and 5 minutes on air), or up to 2 additional 75-minute periods at 30 feet (15 minutes on air
and 60 minutes on oxygen), or both.

Tender breathes 100% O2 during the last 30 min. at 30 fsw and during ascent to the surface
for an unmodified table or where there has been only a single extension at 30 or 60 feet. It there has been more than one extension the 
O2 breathing at 30 feet is increased to 60 min. If the tender has had a hyperbaric exposure within the past 12 hours an additional 60 min 
O2 period is taken at 30 feet.

Ascent rate - 1 ft/min. Do not compensate for slower ascent rate. Compensate for faster rates by halting the ascent.

Descent rate = 25 FT./Min
2.4 minutes to 60 feet

Ascent rate = 1 Ft./Min
30 minutes to surface

Total elapsed time: 285 minutes
(Not including descent time)

60 fsw

30 fsw

5 55 202020 30 15 60 3015 60

The Diver’s Reference is a continuing work.
It’s not meant as a go-to page for everything, but as a source of last resort

 for formulas and tables that’d be nice to have if they hadn’t been left out of the
 paperwork package by the office. Always interested to hear what you think ought to be in here.  This info 
is compiled from the best most reliable sources we can find, and Offshore Diver Magazine warrants it as 

correct to the best of our knowledge, but you use it at your own risk. Double check your results.
Business as usual.

DT Rocky Watkins
Gause photo
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Could be anything...

G’Day,
I am a Tuna farm diver in a 
town called Port Lincoln, which 
is in the State of 
South Australia.  I 
have been diving 
for about three 

years now and am trying to move away from the Tuna stuff and into offshore 
diving.  We have a couple of Oil and Gas Fields in Aus.  One in the North 
West, out of a town called Karratha, and another in the South East out of a 
town called Sale.  Lots of work, but pretty hard for a new bloke to break into. 
Our system works a bit differently to yours.  Our courses are broken up into 
four Parts:
 

Part 1 - Occupational SCUBA to 30m
Part 2 - SSBA to 30m and basic tools / underwater work
Part 3 - SSBA to 50m and advanced underwater work / offshore diving
Part 4 - Mixed Gas / Saturation diving

Essentially once you have completed your Part 3 you can get 
on a rig and start diving (which does happen to the lucky few), 
however you usually have to do some time getting tool experience up 
and even sometimes diving in Asia/India/Africa to get a bit of rig time 
before they let you in.  However the coin can be worth, it approx 
Au$1200/day plus allowances. Surface Gas dives sound like fun, 
have read a bit about them, but really don't know much.  Currently 
they don't offer surface gas in Aus but they are running an 
experimental ticket with a few blokes at the moment to see how it 
goes.  I think to 75m, but that I believe they are trying to change to 
90m.

Tuna diving is a bit more rough and ready.  You may have seen 
a program called "Tuna Cowboys" on TV?  Basically we go out into 
the ocean catch the fish in big nets, transfer them into smaller nets 
and then tow the nets back to the bay, where we fatten up the fish 
and hand catch them one by one (depending on the daily orders from 
Japan).  Our biggest worry is the Sharks; lots of them and big ones.  
I'll try and send through some photos 
of a White Pointer. Also, 
offshorediver.com is one of the 
reasons I got into diving.  I used to 
log on and look at the pictures day in 
day out, while working my dead end 
job until I finally said stuff it all and 
gave it shot.

Simon Rees
Australia Rees photos. Clockwise from 

top: Me on the deck of the 
Oddyssey; Me again, in a HW 
suit in front of the moon pool; 
Johnny gutting fish; the Sea 

Princess & net; My day goes 
from bad to worse.





Delise and Hall
Attorneys at Law and Admiralty

Diver Michael Mahoney
Photo courtesy of the

Mahoney Family

Protecting you on the beach...

...because not all sharks swim in the sea!

Delise and Hall
New Orleans and Covington, LA

504-836-8000 
bdelise@divelawyer.com

The Diver’s Attorneys
Representing the Commercial Diver for over 25 years


